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Greetings dear friends,
It is a great honor for me to present the “KAR.GE Export
Catalogue 2018”, the second edition, with a total of
400 records, all with photos, descriptions and contact
information. This is another modest but a very responsible
step for the KAR.GE Movement in the way of serving the
mission of raising the awareness, sales and exports of quality
Georgian products.
The KAR.GE Movement (http://kar.ge) is a community
organization. We are very proud of all the distinguished
results of our specific activities carried out daily, persistently
and purposefully since December 1, 2014 in order to
promote quality Georgian products. The major projects that
we accomplished in 2017 are truly remarkable: KAR.GE
Export Catalogue 2017, Local KAR.GE newspaper catalogue,
the first International business forum “Buy Georgian”,
participation in IFFE 2017 in South Korea, December “30
day challenge” and the “New Georgian Product Festival
2017” ... and these are just the major projects.
What you see now is the “KAR.GE Export Catalogue 2018”.
We created the first version of the KAR.GE catalogue
in 2016 and placed the internet version on http://kar.
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ge. It shortly united 200+ records of producers, brands,
products, retailers, distributors and B2B service providers.
But soon we clearly saw that it was not enough. Therefore
we created this different kind of export catalogue as well
as the local newspaper catalogue last year. And we will
continue to do so.
Take a close look at the records of the catalogue. We present
the local producers, their brands, their products, retailers
that trade with only Georgian products, distributors and the
B2B service providers. Each record includes an image, a
short description and contact information. Please note, we
not only provide contact information but also show you an
image of the product and a description.
The 400 records of the “KAR.GE Export Catalogue 2018”
are not much, but they represent the distinguished part of
Georgian business. They have stable quality, stable price
and stably supply. They value the power of opportunity and
are ready to be a reliable partner for you. It is important to
note that the internet “KAR.GE Catalogue” (in Georgian) is
integrated online on http://kar.ge. The printed version is an
annual publication, while the internet version is constantly
updated and enriched with new records.
I would like to express special thanks to Nikora JSC
and Campa LLC for sponsoring the KAR.GE catalogue
initiative since the very first steps in 2016. We thank all the
companies who are presented in the catalogue because
they all understand that power is in unity! Thanks to printing
company COLOR for professional design and printing
services. And of course thanks to the KAR.GE Movement
working group who purposefully and persistently worked on
the catalogue project.
Power is in Unity!
Tariel Zivzivadze
KAR.GE Movement
The Founder
+ 995 577 73 79 64
info@kar.ge
http://kar.ge
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Bee Products

Alcoholic Drinks

ANASEULI KOMBINAT
The Anaseuli Kombinat was established in 2015 with the
goal to create the Gurian fruit distillate and revive the age
old Georgian tradition of distillation process. The company
operates the fully equipped factory in Guria, Anaseuli village
and produces 7 different kinds of high quality ecologically
pure bio products by the brand name “Otka”. The list of
the products contains chacha and 7 varieties of Gurian fruit
distillates: Apple, Peach, Pear, Persimmon, Plum, Tkemali
and Fruit.
CONTACT: Anaseuli, Ozurgeti, Georgia; +995 599 01 50
40; info@anaseuli.ge; http://anaseuli.ge; FB / Anaseuli Otka

CHATEAU NEKRESI, LLC
“Chateau Nekresi” produces a wide variety of high
quality Georgian wines in a wine factory in the village
of Saniore, Telavi district. “Chateau Nekresi” offers a
number of high quality wines with different tastes and
aromas to both local and international customers.
CONTACT: A. Apakidze 11,
Tbilisi, Georgia; +995 322 47 17 77;
info@ch-nekresi.com; http://ch-nekresi.ru

MEISTER BRAU LLC
Meister Brau LLC was founded in 2013. Unfiltered bear,
Georgian Whiskey, fruit spirits and chacha are produced
since 2014. The company has distillation service as well.
The products areლოგოტიპი
sold on the local market as well as
exported abroad. Company cellar is always open for the
visitors / tourists that want to taste wines & spirits in the
cozy environment, participate in the distillation process,
take walk around the cellar as well as participate in
mtsvadi preparation and making of churchkhela.
CONTACT: Digomi 8, G. Peradze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 213 06 08; info@mbtbilisi.com;
http://mbtbilisi.com
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GOGIA JAADZE, I/E
“Jaadze Honey” is the Georgian brand name of honey
products that was created in 2017 by Mr. Gogia Jaadze,
who continues more than century old tradition of his
family and produces honey & honey products in the
ecologically pure alpine zone of the Akhmeta district.
The reputation of the brand name is 100% justified by
the quality of honey produced.
CONTACT: Kvemo Alvani village, Akhmeta municipality,
Georgia; +995 555 25 49 49, +995 599 779 940;
jaadze79@gmail.com; FB / ჯააძის თაფლი

NOVA, LLC
The history of ISO certified “NOVA” LLC starts in 2006.
The company switched from importing materials to
developing production lines in Georgia step-by-step and
now produces lots of building materials in its production
premises in Tbilisi and Batumi by its own brand name NOVA. NOVA not only supplies the local market, but
also exports its products too.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

Building Materials

DESIGN M GEORGIA, LLC
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure
decorative stone tiles of 15 different types for interior
and exterior (more than 30 stone tile varieties). The
company intends to increase product line, increase the
awareness and on the domestic market and increase
export.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

KAMARA
Kamara is the leading company that was established
in 2006. The core operations of Kamara comprises
of natural stone processing & lining. Company offers
Mosaic – a new product since 2012. The main focus
of a company to use the local stones as raw materials,
especially the yellow tuff. The main reason of success is
the special approach to doing business with the help of
the modern technologies. A stone is not just a stone for
Kamara. The stone is something with its own history,
memory and energy.
CONTACT: Zemo Ponichala 37/006, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 599 88 00 88, +995 593 13 02 15;
kamara@kamarastone.ge; http://kamarastone.ge;
FB / Kamara

NRG GEORGIA, LLC
NRG Georgia LLC is the QMARK certified producer
since 2013 that produces 150+ kinds of the copper and
aluminium cables in the Kvemo Aleqseevka settlement.
The production was significantly expanded by the help of
the “Produce in Georgia” government program support
in 2015 as a result of 2 million USD investments. High
quality products, competitive price, individual approach
to each client and operativeness are 4 main pillars of the
company philosophy that create undisputed advantage
on the local market.
CONTACT: Kvemo Aleqseevka settlement, Tbilisi,
Georgia; +995 32 2 30 60 03, +995 599 030 373;
info@nrg.ge; http://nrg.ge

SAKCABLE, JSC
JSC Sakcable is the largest cable manufacturer in Georgia.
The factory was established in 1958. The main function
of the company is to produce 74 kinds of copper and
aluminium cables of more than 2000 specifications.
The products are sold with the Sakcable brand name
throughout Georgia and abroad.
CONTACT: Gamrekeli 19, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 577 717 987; gm@cable.ge; http://sakcable.ge
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STONEART, LLC
StoneART LLC was created in 2007. Now it produces
more than 20 different types of decorative stone tiles for
interior and exterior use. To produce the stone tiles only
ecologically-clean and quality materials are used. Some
of the raw materials are local, some of them imported.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995 555
350 808, + 995 599 881 988; stoneart2007@gmail.
com; http://stoneart.ge

BEBOS NOBATI, LLC
Bebos Nobati LLC has produced two kinds of “Bebos
Churchkhela” with 100% local ingredients and unique
technology in Zugdidi since 2014. The standard-sized
churchkhelas are produced without thread and are
packed in vacuum packaging. Shelf life is 9 months.
CONTACT: Rustaveli str., 4-th turn 11, Zugdidi,
Georgia; +995 595 37 40 88, +995 577 14 19 56;
bachuki.1985@mail.ru; FB / ბებოს ჩურჩხელა

DILA PRODUCTS, LLC
ISO 9001:2015 certified and Georgian Quality Mark
holder Dila Products LLC was founded in 2006. The
factory is located in the Tetritskaro district and is mainly
concentrated on the chicken egg production, usual eggs
(0, I, II categories) and the Omega-3 enriched eggs.
The company sells its products under the brand name
“Dila” on the local market. The chickens are grown in
the clean, healthy environment where all the industrial
processes are automated. The fodder is also healthy and
free of GMO. The remains are reworked in the special
installation in order to take care over the environment.
CONTACT: Tetritskaro district, village Koda, Georgia;
+ 995 210 60 29; info@dila.com.ge;
http://dila.com.ge; FB / Dila Product
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Energy Drinks

THE MINING COMPANY PARAVANPERLITE, LLC
Since 2002 “Mining Company ParavanPerlite” LLC
has produced Horticultural Perlite, Perlite Filter Aid,
Expanded Perlite Sand and Perlite Lightweight Insulation
Building Blocks from the materials that are received as
a result of the technological processing of raw perlite
which is mined at the company’s own deposit of perlite
near Lake Paravani. The products are 100% ecologically
pure and 100% Georgian.
CONTACT: 54, Bld. 8, Block 7, Vazha Pshavela Ave.
0186, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995 32 2917154,
+ 995 32 2917150; contact@perlite.ge;
http://perlite.ge

GRAPE, LLC
Grape LLC was established in December 2015. The
main area of activities is agricultural product recycling
and production. The product represents a traditional
Georgian sweet named “Tatara”, with new innovative
shapes and packaging. The goal of the company is to
produce not only for the domestic market, but also for
export. The product is exported to Germany, Austria,
UK, Greece, Estonia, Ukraine, Israel and Russia.
CONTACT: Nushi st. 7, 0178 Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 577 61 34 08, +995 593 58 38 20;
grape.geo@gmail.com; FB / tatara.ge

Confectionary

START, LLC
The Start LLC was established in Agara in 2017. The
company produces energy drinks – “START” and
“ROCKNROLL” in its factory in Agara. The primary goal
of the company is to earn a name for itself and sell the
product on the domestic / International markets.
CONTACT: Kareli district, Agara, Georgia;
+995 579 34 33 61; georgiastart@gmail.com;
FB / Start Energy Drink
Farming

BARAMBO, Ltd
The ISO 22000:2005 certified Barambo Ltd is the
Georgian chocolate, sweets and ice cream producer
company established in 2009 and the leader of the
Georgian market since than. The modern European
technologies, together with the high quality raw
ingredients and the constant production quality control
system enabled the company to reach the highest
standards of production. The assortment of the products
is very rich and includes: the chocolate bars, chocolate
bon-bons, assorts, caramel bon-bons, waffles, Chitis
Rdze, kids chocolates, lots of different ice-creams and
much more.
CONTACT: Natakhtari village, Mtskheta, Georgia;
+995 32 2 91 91 81; info@barambo.ge;
http://barambo.ge; FB / Barambo

TAMAR APTSIAURI MADLIANI2017, I/E
“Madliani 2017” is a family business that is managed by
the sister and a brother – Tamar & Vano Aptsiauri. The
first objective of Mr. Vano and Ms. Tamar is to use the
natural Georgian raw ingredients and produce genetically
Georgian Churchkhelas of incomparable highest quality
for the domestic and International markets. Therefore
the raw ingredients are the Georgian Lomtagora corn
flour, Kakhetian Badagi, and Georgian hazelnuts /
walnuts / almond / dry fruits.
CONTACT: Sairme 33, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 577 40 20 82, +995 577 57 05 22;
Madliani2017@yahoo.com; FB / Madliani 2017

NAZVREVI, LLC
LLC Nazvrevi steadily develops its activities: it grows
carp, white Amur and catfish in its pools, and prepares
vineyards for organic wine production on its lands.
CONTACT: Village Ninotsminda, Sagarejo District,
Georgia; + 995 568 708 708;
k.topuria28@gmail.com; FB/ნაზვრევი
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Hygiene, Health & Beauty

Food for Livestock

AGROQIZIKI, LLC
AgroQiziki LLC is a Dedoplistskaro-based company
that serves local farmers with veterinarian drugs, plant
protection tools, treatments, agricultural equipment,
mechanization services, fodder for livestock and
other goods and services they need, including artificial
insemination for cattle and pigs, through its own 3 shops
and its dealer network.
CONTACT: Rustaveli 24, Dedoplistskaro, Georgia;
+ 995 599 567 131; beka@me.com; http://farmers.ge

NUTRIMAX, Ltd
Nutrimax has been operating on the Georgian market
since 2009 with particular focus to provide a top-class
feed, feed supplements and innovative methods of
feeding to small and medium-size animal and poultry
farmers. Nutrimax clients are small, medium and large
farms. The main objective is to care for their success.
The company offers compound feed as well as topclass premixes and concentrates for efficient feeding of
animals and poultry.
CONTACT: Ghoghoberidze 67b, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 230 53 35; info@nutrimax.ge;
http://nutrimax.ge; FB / Nutrimax
Food Industry

BIOSYO, LLC
The BIOSYO LLC is a natural cosmetics producer since
2017. The company products are produced of all natural
ingredients in Georgia, which makes skin beautiful and
healthy, makes it smooth and tight. The company team
is working hard to provide consumers with the natural
products and enrich their skin with all those vitamins,
which are important for a fresh and young look. Feel the
touch of nature!
CONTACT: Gudauta st. 7, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 596 69 40 40; info@biosyo.ge;
https://biosyo.ge; FB / Biosyo

CAMPA, LLC
ISO 9001, HASSP and ISO 22000 certified Campa
LLC was founded in 2008. The company that has
three brands on the market - “Campa”, “ჩვენი”
[Chveni] and “Frutata” now produces and sells more
than 30 different kinds of natural juices and nectars
that are produced based on the imported and local
raw materials. The products are sold in Georgia’s retail
network as well as exported into Russia, Kazakhstan and
UAE.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

MAIA DEVNOZASIVILI (DEMA), I/E
The Georgian natural medical soap – “DEMA” is the
unique product that is produced by the traditional family
recipe from the plants gathered in the alpine zone of the
Dmanisi region of Georgia. Mrs. Maia Devnozashvili is
the founder of the company as well as the person who
revived the tradition of her ancestors and paved the new
heights. This was made possible by the help of the micro
grant program of the “Produce in Georgia” government
program. The start up produces 17 different kinds of
medical soaps today and sells them in the retail networks
of Georgia. The future plans include expansion towards
the special series for kids and other hygiene products.
CONTACT: Balichi village, Bolnisi municipality, Georgia;
+995 551 19 26 16; maiadevnozashvili@yahoo.com,
demasoap@gmail.com ; http://dema.ge; FB / Dema

KHILARI, LLC
The ultimate goal of the Khilari LLC, established in
2017, is to produce 100% local non GMO fruit natural
juices with cold pressing method. The fruit processing
facility is equipped with European quality cold pressing
machinery and is located in Gori region, which is
regarded as a center for gathering fruits from different
regions of Georgia. The company produces highest
quality natural grape, apple, peach and plum juices
from 100 % local ingredients. The productions of the
tangerine, carrot and berry juices are planned in the
nearest future.
CONTACT: Village Shavshvebi, Gori municipality,
Georgia; +995 551 85 58 66, +995 593 40 04 45;
info@khilari.ge; http://khilari.ge; FB / Khilari
Landscape Design

NIKORA, JSC
NIKORA, founded the Georgian capital in 1998,
today unites different meat products, semi-finished
products, fish products, dairy products, ice-cream,
bakery products, salads, frozen confectionery and wine
producer companies. The holding employs more than
4000 workers, produces up to 500 different products
and owns Approximately 220 retailing units. “Nikora”
ლოგოტიპი
is one of the first
among Georgian food producing
companies, which for many years holds ISO 9001 :
2008; ISO 22000 : 2005 – НАССР certificates and
in production, as well as in management fully respects
internationally recognized quality control and food safety
rules and standards.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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MEDA BRIGHT, LLC
MEDA Bright LLC is a Georgian-Israeli joint enterprise
established in 2010. The company is located in Tbilisi. It
produces washing and polishing products at affordable
prices for organizations as well as public. The products
are produced based on its own innovative technology.
The company sells products under the brand name
QARTI and aims to earn a positive image on the local
market.
CONTACT: Kindzmarauli 5, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 2 711 799; info@qarti.ge;
http://qarti.ge; FB / Qarti

GEO MULCH, LLC
Geo Mulch LLC is producing ecologically pure,
biologically active organic mulch, which is used not only
in the agriculture, but also in landscape planning too.
Mulch is an organic food for the plants. It facilitates plant
growth and development and significantly decreases the
overall costs.
CONTACT: Tvalchrelidze 3, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 599 11 12 34; info@geomulch.ge;
http://geomulch.ge; FB / Geo Mulch
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GEORGIAN PREMIUM, LLC
The Georgian Premium LLC is a European type
Georgian meat producer company. The enterprise
produces premium quality frankfurters, sausages, and
delicatessen and meat products for roasting from the
“raw” Georgian meat without any taste intensifiers,
colorers, conservatives, and emulgators. The products
are produced according to the highest standards of the
industry. The company sells the products in its own
brand shop.
CONTACT: G. Chkondideli 87, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 595 00 28 95; tvildiani_a@yahoo.com;
FB / ქართული პრემიუმი

FRECO, LLC
Freco LLC is the first Georgian company producing
French fries. It was established in the village of Muskhi
in Akhaltsikhe municipality in 2016. Freco produces and
sells, with its brand name, ecologically pure, naturally
tasty French fries without chemical additives and GMOs,
based on local raw materials.
CONTACT: Village Muskhi, Akhaltsikhe Municipality,
Georgia; + 995 599 055 005; info@freco.ge;
http://freco.ge

GEOPLANT, LLC
GEOPLANT LLC was founded in 1996. The company
owns 330 hectares of tea plantations, two primary
processing plants and two packaging plants equipped
with up-to-date technologies & equipment for tea
processing and packaging - IMA (Italy), Fuso (Japan),
Marden Edwards (Great Britain), T&I Global (India).
The company implemented HACCP system in 2014
and ISO 22000:2005 in 2016.
CONTACT: 55 Chavchavadze Ave. Tbilisi, 0162,
Georgia; +995 32 22 63 20; feedback@geoplant.ge;
http://gurieli.ge
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Software

GERMAN BUTCHER, LLC
The ISO 22000 certified German Butcher LLC is a
company established in 2010 by the Georgian and
German specialists. More than 20 different kinds of
natural meat products are produced by the company
today. The products are distributed throughout the
whole Georgia. The assortment includes many different
boiled and smoked / semi smoked products as well as
the frankfurters, hams and sausages. The life is tasty with
the German Butcher!
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 4, Tbilisi, Georgia;
032 2 45 10 11; info@germanbutcher.ge;
http://germanbutcher.ge; FB / German Butcher
Packaging

GREENPACK, LLC
Greenpack LLC has been producing different types of
packaging from ecologically-clean and environmentallyfriendly raw materials for different industries since 2014.
Production has significantly advanced since involvement
in the Georgian government program “Produce in
Georgia”. As a result, the quality of the packaging
products has increased together with the number of
customers.
CONTACT: D. Agmashenebeli highway, 13-th km,
area 14/579, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995 599 129 707,
+995 32 247 71 69; info@greenpack.ge;
http://greenpack.ge

APEX, LLC
Apex LLC has offered medium and large companies the
accounting, analysis and business process management
automation system APEX since 2004. Through the joint
database, the system ensures full automation of the
production and trade processes, storage, accounting
operations management and production technological
processes.
CONTACT: Beliashvili st. 8, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 20 55 05; office@apex.ge; http://apex.ge
Tea & Herbal Tea

FARCONI, LLC
The ISO 22000 certified Farconi LLC was established
in 1997. The company exports medical plants and wild
berries since than. Farconi LLC opened the renovated
factory in Kutaisi in 2016 with the help of USAID REAP
program. The company already manages to produce
highest quality, pure, natural products on more than
4,000 square meter of production facility based on
the highest standards and European equipments. The
company owns 3 brand names: Farconi, Khomli and
Georgian Dapna.
CONTACT: Khetagurova 22, Kutaisi, Georgia; +995
431 21 45 04, +955 577 71 62 14; farconi.ge@gmail.
com; http://farconi.com.ge; FB / Farconi

TKIBULI TEA, LLC
Tkibuli Tea LLC produces high quality tea according to
the classical method and modern requirements. The
company picks 200-250 tons of raw ingredients on
its own 27 hectare tea plantations that are located in
the Tkibuli area at 1300 meters above sea level. The
products are sold locally as well as exported abroad.
CONTACT: Tea factory territory, Tkibuli, Georgia;
+ 995 599 503 946; + 995 555 786 575;
dalaqishvili3553@mail.ru
Textile

DE-KA.GE, LLC
“De-ka.ge” LLC is an atelier established in 2017. The
company creates the traditional Georgian clothing,
accessories and Kabalakh (hood) with modern
interpretations. All the products are handmade and each
of them is unique. The products clothing, accessories
and Kabalakh for men, women and children are
decorated with Georgian traditional / national elements.
CONTACT: Bezhanishvili st., building A, Flat 36, Tbilisi,
Georgia; +995 599 42 48 42, +995 598 20 73 39;
info@dekashop.com; http://dekashop.com;
FB / Dekashop
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Bee Products

GIMARIKE, LLC
The Georgian brand - “Mariam Giorgadze - MG” is a
family business producing exclusive handmade leather
accessories since 2009. The company makes original
bags, belts, ties, wallets, clocks and other 100%
handmade accessories from the highest quality natural
leather.
CONTACT: B. Khmelnitski st. 2, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 591 000 844, + 995 558 94 37 22;
mariam.giorgadze.handmade@gmail.com;
FB/Mariam Giorgadze MG

MEISTERBRAU BREWERY
The brand name “Meisterbrau” was created by
Georgian and German partners to emphasize the
historical German tradition of producing beer. The initial
intention was to produce only special alcoholic drinks.
Unfiltered bear, Georgian Whiskey, fruit spirits and
chacha are produced since 2014.
CONTACT: Digomi 8, G. Peradze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 213 06 08; info@mbtbilisi.com;
http://mbtbilisi.com

Water

JAADZE HONEY
“Jaadze Honey” is the Georgian brand name of honey
products that was created in 2017 by Mr. Gogia Jaadze,
who continues more than century old tradition of his
family and produces honey and other bee products in
the ecologically pure alpine zone of the Akhmeta district.
The reputation of the brand name is 100% justified by
the quality of honey produced.
CONTACT: Kvemo Alvani village, Akhmeta municipality,
Georgia; +995 555 25 49 49, +995 599 779 940;
jaadze79@gmail.com; FB / ჯააძის თაფლი
Building Materials

AQUA GEO, LLC
Aqua Geo LLC was founded in 2009. ISO and HACCP
systems in the company make for multistep product
protection at every stage of production ensuring the high
quality of water. Water SNO is delivered to the market
in 0.5, 1, 1.5, 4, 6, 8 and 10 liter PET bottles, 0.5L
glass bottles and 19L vessels. Water for kids “SNO” is
the newest product produced in 0.33L and 1.5L bottles,
which has additional control on radiation and bisphenol
A (BPA-free). Aqua Geo LLC is the only company who
owns the official license and legal permission from the
Government for producing water for children.
CONTACT: Misaktsieli, Mtskheta reg, 3308 Tbilisi,
Georgia; +995 322 470 409; info@aquageo.ge;
http://aquageo.ge
BRAND

OTKA
“Otka” – is a symbol of revived Gurian traditions, a
distillate made by the age old Georgian traditional recipe.
The Anaseuli Kombinat Ltd is the company which
managed to revive this tradition. The company operates
the fully equipped factory in Guria, Anaseuli village and
produces 7 different kinds of high quality ecologically
pure bio products by the brand name “Otka”. The list of
the products contains chacha and 7 varieties of Gurian
fruit distillates: Apple, Peach, Pear, Persimmon, Plum,
Tkemali and Fruit.
CONTACT: Anaseuli, Ozurgeti, Georgia;
+995 599 01 50 40; info@anaseuli.ge;
http://anaseuli.ge; FB / Anaseuli Otka

Bakery

DMG
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company
intends to increase product line, increase the awareness
and on the domestic market and increase export. DMG
is a brand name under which the products are sold on
the market. “Wide choice” and the “Best quality” is the
main promise of the brand to its client.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia; +
995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com; FB
/ Design M Georgia

Alcoholic Drinks

CHATEAU NEKRESI
The trademark “Chateau Nekresi” was created by the
joining of two words, both of which are associated
ლოგოტიპი
with wine countries
and their winemaking traditions:
The world “Nekresi”, the name of a monastery that is
located near the Alazani Valley on the top of a mountain,
emphasizes Georgia as the cradle of wine; the word
“Château”, the name of the land property of French
aristocrats, emphasizes France - the leading country in
modern winemaking.
CONTACT: A. Apakidze 11, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 322 47 17 77; info@ch-nekresi.com;
http://ch-nekresi.ru
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MZAREULI BAKERY
“Mzareuli Bakery” is a Georgian brand of bakery
products of “Nikora” holding. The production of high
quality baked goods, pastries and delicious frozen cakes
is another major success of “Nikora”. The assortment
includes different kinds of breads, frozen products, rolls
and cakes.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

KAMARA
Kamara is a family business founded by brothers – Gia
and David Machavariani. The brand was developing
step-by-step and was gaining reputation. The main focus
of a company to use the local stones as raw materials,
especially the yellow tuff. The main reason of success is
the special approach to doing business with the help of
the modern technologies. A stone is not just a stone for
Kamara. The stone is something with its own history,
memory and energy.
CONTACT: Zemo Ponichala 37/006, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 599 88 00 88, +995 593 13 02 15;
kamara@kamarastone.ge; http://kamarastone.ge;
FB / Kamara
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Confectionary
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NOVA
The brand name - “NOVA” was selected based on the
belief that you need to constantly innovate and develop.
There are several brand signs to differentiate NOVA
products from the crowd (This is very important in the
market of building materials): company logo, 19 grapes,
company logo, L sign, HDPE polyethylene and food class
signs, company tax ID, production line installation date and
ISO 9001 certification signs.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.g

SAKCABLE
2012 was the year of rebranding Sakcable LLC. The
new attributes of the restyled brand integrates all the
business experience previously gained over nearly a half
century, based on which Sakcable LLC is the leader in
the local market.
CONTACT: Gamrekeli 19, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 577 717 987; gm@cable.ge; http://sakcable.ge

BARAMBO
The ISO 22000:2005 certified Barambo Ltd is the
Georgian chocolate, sweets and ice cream producer
company established in 2009 and the leader of the
Georgian market since than. The brand name “Barambo”
comes from the dictionary created several centuries
ago by Sulkhan Saba Orbeliani – “Georgian Dictionary”
where the word “Barambo” is defined as the bee valley
- the valley where the bees are working hard to collect
honey. Similarly, the company aims to deliver lots of
different kinds of sweets to the consumers based on the
professionalism and high International standards.
CONTACT: Natakhtari village, Mtskheta, Georgia;
+995 32 2 91 91 81; info@barambo.ge;
http://barambo.ge; FB / Barambo

მ ო ძ რ ა ო ბ ა

Consulting

NRG GEORGIA
NRG Georgia LLC is the Georgian brand of the cable
producer industry with QMARK certification. High
quality products, competitive price, individual approach
to each client and operativeness are 4 main pillars of the
company philosophy that create undisputed advantage
on the local market.
CONTACT: Kvemo Aleqseevka settlement, Tbilisi,
Georgia; +995 32 2 30 60 03, +995 599 030 373;
info@nrg.ge; http://nrg.ge

STONEART
The decorative stone tile brand STONEART is a
Georgian brand that appeared on the market in 2007.
Producing the decorative stone tile is ART too! Here
the creative part of the creator is of no less importance.
Twinning the stone and art resulted in the brand name
- STONEART.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

MARNET
“MARNET” is a Georgian consulting brand which has
existed since 2001. The highest quality business plan
prepared by the qualified staff of our company will
boost your confidence and preparation level when
submitting the project to banks and financial institutions,
governmental programs, Partnership Fund, CoInvestment Fund, other investment funds and/or private
investors in Georgia or abroad.
CONTACT: Bakhtrioni st. 28/79, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 577 737 964; contact@marnet.ge; http://marnet.ge

Certification
Dairy Products

PARAVANPERLITE
This brand name proudly communicates the location,
the activity and the pristine nature where the 100%
ecologically pure products are extracted. The Paravani
deposit of perlite and obsidian is located 130 km from
the capital city Tbilisi, at a height of 2300 meters above
sea level, near the largest lake of Georgia - Paravani.
This was the reason for choosing ParavanPerlite as the
brand name.
CONTACT: 54, Bld. 8, Block 7, Vazha Pshavela Ave.
0186, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995 32 2917154,
+ 995 32 2917150; contact@perlite.ge;
http://perlite.ge

STAR CONSULTING
STAR Consulting LLC is the leading provider of food
safety and quality management consulting services in
Georgia. The company was established in 2012. STAR
Consulting LLC cooperates with international and
donor organizations like Mercy Corps, EBRD, REAP.
The company is working with several dozen clients:
dairy products, bakery products, wine, meat products,
slaughter-houses, egg producers, and supermarket
chains and logistics companies.
CONTACT: Vazha-Pshavela 7-th district #1, Tbilisi,
Georgia; + 995 595 908 182;
ekaterine.burkadze@gmail.com;
http://starconsulting.ge

DAY PRODUCTS
“Day Products” is a Georgian brand of farmer products
of “Nikora” holding. The main value of the brand is
based on the production of healthy, ecologically friendly
products. The best Irish, Danish, Dutch, Austrian,
Swedish, Brazilian and New Zealand primary product
suppliers recognized worldwide, determine the high
quality of the brand.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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Distribution

Farming

WEST INVEST
West Invest LLC is one of the largest and most
experienced distribution companies that supplies
high quality chicken meats, pork, beef, semi-finished
products, sea products, oils and butter throughout
Georgia. West Invest LLC is part of a West group that
was established partly by participation of US investors.
Hence, the brand name – “West Invest” was chosen.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze st. 13a, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 595 57 09 41; info@wi.ge; http://westinvest.ge/

TATARA
“Tatara” is the first product brand of Grape LLC. The reason
for choosing such a brand name comes from the idea that
tatara (grape juice) is something we all love and know and
the name indicates the composition of the product. If you
take a close look at the logo, you will see hazelnut, almond,
grape and other figures.
CONTACT: Nushi st. 7, 0178 Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 577 61 34 08, +995 593 58 38 20;
grape.geo@gmail.com; FB / tatara.ge
Eggs

Dry Fruits, Churchkhela & Sweets

MADLIANI 2017
“Madliani 2017” is a family business that is managed by
the sister and a brother – Tamar & Vano Aptsiauri. The
first objective of Mr. Vano and Ms. Tamar is to use the
natural Georgian raw ingredients and produce genetically
ლოგოტიპი
Georgian Churchkhelas of incomparable highest quality
for the domestic and International markets. Therefore
the raw ingredients are the Georgian Lomtagora corn
flour, Kakhetian Badagi, and Georgian hazelnuts /
walnuts / almond / dry fruits.
CONTACT: Sairme 33, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 577 40 20 82, +995 577 57 05 22;
Madliani2017@yahoo.com; FB / Madliani 2017
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NAZVREVI
The brand name has a unique history. More than
2 centuries ago, in the times of Erekle II, there was
a vineyard on the place where Nazvrevi LLC now
operates its farms. That vineyard was used to produce
special wine for the king. And the name “NAZVREVI” the place where ZVARI (vineyard) was grown - comes
from that.
CONTACT: Village Ninotsminda, Sagarejo District,
Georgia; + 995 568 708 708;
k.topuria28@gmail.com; FB/ნაზვრევი

Fish Products

BEBOS NOBATI
Bebos Nobati LLC has produced two kinds of “Bebos
Churchkhela” with 100% local ingredients and unique
technology in Zugdidi since 2014. The standard-sized
churchkhelas are produced without thread and are
packed in vacuum packaging. BEBO, “Grandmother” in
Georgian, is always associated with everything we love
and appreciate for each of us. This is how the products
are made for you, customers.
CONTACT: Rustaveli str., 4-th turn 11, Zugdidi,
Georgia; +995 595 37 40 88, +995 577 14 19 56;
bachuki.1985@mail.ru; FB / ბებოს ჩურჩხელა
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DILA
ISO 9001:2015 certified and Georgian Quality Mark
holder Dila Products LLC was founded in 2006. The
factory is located in the Tetritskaro district and is mainly
concentrated on the chicken egg production, usual eggs
(0, I, II categories) and Omega-3 enriched eggs. The
company sells its products under the brand name “Dila”
(meaning “Morning” in Georgian). The brand name was
created with the following idea in mind: the day begins
with morning and the morning breakfast is unimaginable
without eggs. The slogan of the brand is: The day begins
with morning.
CONTACT: Tetritskaro district, village Koda, Georgia;
+ 995 210 60 29; info@dila.com.ge;
http://dila.com.ge; FB / Dila Products
Energy Drinks

START
The Start LLC was established in Agara in 2017. The
company produces energy drinks – “START” and
“ROCKNROLL” in its factory in Tbilisi. The primary goal
of the company is to earn a name for itself and sell the
product on the domestic / International markets. The
brand name – “START” was chose because of the idea
of the product itself – it’s an energy drink. The energy
drink market is very saturated in Georgian and abroad,
but START has all the odds on its side to differentiate
itself from the crowd.
CONTACT: Kareli district, Agara, Georgia;
+995 579 34 33 61; georgiastart@gmail.com;
FB / Start Energy Drink

OKEANE
“Okeane” is a Georgian brand of fish and seafood
products of “Nikora” holding. “Okeane” entered the
Georgian market in 2003 and nowadays it is considered
one of the largest enterprises domestically. The brand
offers its consumers a wide range of fish and seafood in
the Georgian market.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
Food for Livestock

AGROQIZIKI
The brand name “AgroQiziki” became the name of the
company on March 18, 2011. This was a wish of the
founder - Beka Gonashvili to emphasize his love to his
homeland. Beka is from Qiziki himself and he wanted
this name to be often mentioned during his activities
CONTACT: Rustaveli 24, Dedoplistskaro, Georgia;
+ 995 599 567 131; beka@me.com; http://farmers.ge
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Ice-Cream
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NUTRIMAX
Nutrimax is a new Georgian brand that was created
in 2016 because of opening the new factory of the
company. Nutrimax has been operating on the
Georgian market since 2009 with particular focus
to provide a top-class feed, feed supplements and
innovative methods of feeding to small and mediumsize animal and poultry farmers. Nutrimax clients are
small, medium and large farms. The main objective is to
care for their success. The company offers compound
feed as well as top-class premixes and concentrates for
efficient feeding of animals and poultry.
CONTACT: Ghoghoberidze 67b, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 230 53 35; info@nutrimax.ge;
http://nutrimax.ge; FB / Nutrimax

BIOSYO
The BIOSYO LLC is a natural cosmetics producer since
2017. The company products are produced of all natural
ingredients in Georgia, which makes skin beautiful and
healthy, makes it smooth and tight. The brand name
- “BIOSYO” speaks for itself: the aim is to empower
your skin with a new life: βίος means life from Greek.
Live is impossible without oxygen, water, plants. Only
the natural ingredients are used to create the products
which are the main advantage of the brand.
CONTACT: Gudauta st. 7, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 596 69 40 40; info@biosyo.ge;
https://biosyo.ge;

მ ო ძ რ ა ო ბ ა

Greens

24 SALATI
“24 Salati” is a Georgian brand of salads of “Nikora”
holding. The factory of the brand, located in Tbilisi, is
fully equipped with modern technological equipment
with approximately 25 tons of production capacity
monthly. The assortment includes 30 kinds of salads, 15
varieties of finished dishes and 10 types of marinades
and fruit salads.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia; +
995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

Hotel

LAERTON TBILISI
Tbilisi Laerton Hotel is a Georgian brand. This is the
place where international high-quality service standards
and the widely known Georgian hospitality perfectly
complement each other. The Laerton team cares for the
satisfaction of every visitor. The slogan is: “We create
difference ... with pleasure!”
CONTACT: I. Qurkhuli st. 14, Tbilisi 0103, Georgia; +
995 322 55 66 55; info@laerton-hotel.com;
www.laerton-hotel.ge

PALOMA
“Paloma” is a Georgian brand of ice-creams of “Nikora”
holding. The delicate and tasty smell of freshness, that you
will feel while tasting “Paloma” product is achieved by using
natural components in the production process. The ice
cream is made from butter and condensed milk and is sure
to stand out for its taste and consistency.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

Juices & Nectars

DEMA
The Georgian natural medical soap – “DEMA” is the
unique product that is produced by the traditional family
recipe from the plants gathered in the alpine zone of the
Dmanisi region of Georgia. The brand name “DEMA”
has two roots: 1) the surname – Devnozashvili, which
historically passed the medical soap making tradition and
recipe to 2) Mrs. Maia Devnozashvili, who continues
the tradition today. Her grandmother taught the secrets
of producing the ecologically pure medical soaps to
Maya and she follows the tradition now together with
her family. The start up produces 17 different kinds
of medical soaps today and sells them in the retail
networks of Georgia.
CONTACT: Balichi village, Bolnisi municipality, Georgia;
+995 551 19 26 16; maiadevnozashvili@yahoo.com,
demasoap@gmail.com; http://dema.ge; FB / Dema

QARTI
Qarti is a new brand name of the MEDA Bright LLC
that unites wide spectrum of household washing and
polishing products. Qarti name covers the line of
products that were created based on the scientific
and social researches. The products are produced in
Georgia and are adapted to the population needs to
the maximum extent possible. The name QARTI was
derived from “Kartuli” & “Qartuli” which both mean
Georgian.
CONTACT: Kindzmarauli 5, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 2 711 799; info@qarti.ge; http://qarti.ge;
FB / Qarti

CAMPA
“Campa” was the first brand of Campa LLC, introduced
onto the market in 2008. The company produces a wide
variety of high quality, 100% ecologically pure natural
juices and nectars under this brand name. Campa uses
the highest quality imported and local raw materials to
produce a wide variety of juices and nectars.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CHVENI
The brand name “ჩვენი” [Chveni] was created
in 2014. This is a special line of products that are
accessible for a wider range of customers. Campa
LLC uses the highest quality imported and local raw
materials to produce a wide variety of juices and
nectars.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge
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Meat & Meat Products

FRUTATA
The brand name “Frutata” was created at the end of
2016. This is a special line of juice containing drinks with
added vitamins that sell for lower price than juices and
nectars. Campa LLC uses highest quality imported and
local raw materials to produce the wide variety of juices
and nectars.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

KHILARI
Khilari believes in humans’ positive future attitudes
towards better healthy living through consuming organic
and natural food and drink products. That is why Khilari
was founding. The word comes from Georgian word
‘Khili’, translating in English as a fruit. Choosing this very
name is logical, as far as the ‘Khili’ is the only ingredient
for the final products. The company produces highest
quality natural grape, apple, peach and plum juices
from 100 % local ingredients. The productions of the
tangerine, carrot and berry juices are planned in the
nearest future.
CONTACT: Village Shavshvebi, Gori municipality,
Georgia; +995 551 85 58 66, +995 593 40 04 45;
info@khilari.ge; http://khilari.ge; FB / Khilari

ქართული
პროდუქტების
კატალოგი

Packaging

GEORGIAN PREMIUM
The Georgian Premium LLC is a European type
Georgian meat producer company. The enterprise
produces premium quality frankfurters, sausages, and
delicatessen and meat products for roasting from the
“raw” Georgian meat without any taste intensifiers,
colorers, conservatives, and emulgators. The products
are produced according to the highest standards of the
industry. The company sells the products in its own
brand shop. The brand name ideally corresponds to the
premium quality of the produced meat products.
CONTACT: G. Chkondideli 87, Tbilisi, Georgia; +995
595 00 28 95; tvildiani_a@yahoo.com;
FB / ქართული პრემიუმი

GREENPACK
Producing packaging materials from resources
that are harmless, that degrade fast and which are
environmentally-friendly is the pinnacle of the packaging
industry. Greenpack LLC made an emphasis on exactly
that kind of “Green” production since the very start.
Therefore the brand name “Greenpack” was selected.
The name and logo of the company carry the idea of
protecting the environment.
CONTACT: D. Agmashenebeli highway, 13-th km, area
14/579, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995 599 129 707, +995
32 247 71 69; info@greenpack.ge; http://greenpack.ge

GERMAN BUTCHER
The German Butcher is the only trustful, tasty and pure
meat product producer company that cares about the
tasty meetings of the people. This is a tasty meat products’
enterprise that creates a perfect product which is a true
alternative for every tasty meeting. The life is tasty with
the German Butcher!
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 4, Tbilisi, Georgia;
032 2 45 10 11; info@germanbutcher.ge;
http://germanbutcher.ge; FB / German Butcher

FRECO
The brand “Freco” was created in 2016. The idea was to
create an enterprise that would produce an ecologically
pure, naturally tasty Georgian product without chemical
additives and based on local raw materials. The
name “Freco” was chosen as it emphasizes all those
characteristics with its name, logo and slogan: “Freco with pride from Akhaltsikhe!”
CONTACT: Village Muskhi, Akhaltsikhe Municipality,
Georgia; + 995 599 055 005; info@freco.ge;
http://freco.ge

NIKORA
“Nikora” is a Georgian brand of meat products. The
popularity of “Nikora” is stipulated by the following factors:
the up-to-date infrastructure used in production, healthy
and environmentally friendly products, experienced staff
that is constantly developing from a professional point of
view, permanent communication with consumers and, of
course, the special recipes adapted as much as possible
to Georgian taste.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

MZAREULI
“Mzareuli” is a Georgian brand of semi-finished products
of “Nikora” holding. The products of “Mzareuli” are
filled as much as possible with those vitamins and
healthy elements that are typical for raw products, as
the up-to-date technology of flash freezing is used during
production, thus preserving the taste and nutritional
values in the factory-made products.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

Semi Finished Products

Landscape Design

GEO MULCH
Geo Mulch is an agriculture brand. The company
– “Geo Mulch” LLC
is producing ecologically pure,
ლოგოტიპი
biologically active organic mulch, which is used not only
in the agriculture, but also in landscape planning too.
Mulch is an organic food for the plants. It facilitates plant
growth and development and significantly decreases
the overall costs.
CONTACT: Tvalchrelidze 3, Tbilisi, Georgia; +995
599 11 12 34; info@geomulch.ge; http://geomulch.ge;
FB / Geo Mulch
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APEX
Brand APEX, the Georgian software brand that has
existed since 2004, offers management automation
systems and respective support services to organizations.
CONTACT: Beliashvili st. 8, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 20 55 05; office@apex.ge; http://apex.ge

მ ო ძ რ ა ო ბ ა

Tea & Herbal Tea

PRINCE GURIELI
It was back in 1809, when the first tea plant was
cultivated in Georgia under Mamia V Gurieli, Prince of
Guria. That marked the beginning of two hundred years
of Georgian tea history. This is where “Prince Gurieli”
brand originated from.
CONTACT: 55 Chavchavadze Ave. Tbilisi, 0162,
Georgia; +995 32 22 63 20; feedback@geoplant.ge;
http://gurieli.ge

MARIAM GIORGADZE - MG
The Georgian brand “Mariam Giorgadze - MG” is a
family enterprise producing exclusive handmade leather
accessories since 2009. The brand produces original
bags, belts, ties, wallets, watch-straps and other 100%
handmade accessories from the highest quality natural
leather.
CONTACT: B. Khmelnitski st. 2, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995
591 000 844, + 995 558 94 37 22; mariam.giorgadze.
handmade@gmail.com; FB/Mariam Giorgadze MG

Water

FARCONI
The ISO 22000 certified Farconi LLC was established
in 1997. The company exports medical plants and
wild berries since than. The brand name “Farconi” was
created by the owner of the company – Mr. Mamuka
Alpaidze. This name incorporates all good that the
company does nowadays: producing products from
natural Georgian raw ingredients (word “Kona”) that are
medical by their nature (word “Farma”). The company
already manages to produce highest quality, pure
natural products on more than 4,000 square meter of
production facility based on the highest standards and
European equipments.
CONTACT: Khetagurova 22, Kutaisi, Georgia; +995
431 21 45 04, +955 577 71 62 14; farconi.ge@gmail.
com; http://farconi.com.ge; FB / Farconi

TKIBULI TEA
Tkibuli Tea is one of the oldest Georgian brands that
started in 1934. The brand still retains its old fame and
supplies local and international consumers with high
quality Georgian tea.
CONTACT: Tea factory territory, Tkibuli, Georgia;
+ 995 599 503 946; + 995 555 786 575;
dalaqishvili3553@mail.ru

Textile

SNO
SNO is fresh and tasty water, which rises in the
mountains, then falls down to the valley and under the
Mukhrani Valley makes an underground water reservoir.
The factory of the company “Aqua Geo” extracts the
water there in the reservoir.
CONTACT: Misaktsieli, Mtskheta reg, 3308 Tbilisi,
Georgia; +995 322 470 409; info@aquageo.ge;
http://aquageo.ge

PRODUCT
Alcoholic Drinks

GURIELI CLASSIC
Natural goodness is important to everybody. That is
why Georgian tea is demanded abroad and has been
exported since 1885. Under the brand name Gurieli
Classic, it is now finally available at home for your delight.
CONTACT: 55 Chavchavadze Ave. Tbilisi, 0162,
Georgia; +995 32 22 63 20; feedback@geoplant.ge;
http://gurieli.ge

DE-KA.GE
The brand “De-ka” is an atelier established in 2017.
The company creates the traditional Georgian
clothing, accessories and Kabalakh (hood) with modern
interpretation. Each product depicts the Georgian history
and culture via the decorations on it and promotes it
to the consumers in Georgia and abroad. The brand is
actively involves in all the Georgian events, where there
is an opportunity to represent the product.
CONTACT: Bezhanishvili st., building A, Flat 36, Tbilisi,
Georgia; +995 599 42 48 42, +995 598 20 73 39;
info@dekashop.com; http://dekashop.com;
FB / Dekashop

CHACHA
Meister Brau LLC was founded in 2013. Unfiltered bear,
Georgian Whiskey, fruit spirits and chacha are produced
since 2014. The company has distillation service as well.
The products are sold on the local market as well as
exported abroad. The Georgian “Chacha” is the unique
40% drink produced by the company. It is bottled in
two – 0.5 and 0.7 litter bottles.
CONTACT: Digomi 8, G. Peradze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 213 06 08; info@mbtbilisi.com;
http://mbtbilisi.com
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Artificial Insemination

DISTILLATION SERVICE
Meister Brau LLC offers a distillation service. Interested
parties can use Meister Brau LLC equipment for
distillation of their own vodka or spirit from wine, beer,
chacha, corn or anything else. Meister Brau LLC modern
equipment guarantees high quality of the end product.
CONTACT: Digomi 8, G. Peradze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 213 06 08; info@mbtbilisi.com;
http://mbtbilisi.com

UNFILTERED BEER “OSTATI”
The unfiltered beer “Ostati” is produced by the Meister
Brau LLC according to the German beer purity law and
middle age double boiling method. Four types of barley
malt and two types of hop are used. It is carbonated
naturally during the boiling process. Different kinds of
malt and hop give soft and unique taste and aroma to
the beer.
CONTACT: Digomi 8, G. Peradze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 213 06 08; info@mbtbilisi.com;
http://mbtbilisi.com

CATTLE & PIG ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION
Artificial impregnation services have been demanded
since 2013. That year, this service was added to the
AgroQiziki LLC service portfolio through the project
MOLI Kakheti. Now the company serves farmers with
an artificial insemination service of pigs and cattle.
CONTACT: Rustaveli 24, Dedoplistskaro, Georgia;
+ 995 599 567 131; beka@me.com; http://farmers.ge

Bakery Products

GEORGIAN WHISKEY “RUMBI”
Meister Brau LLC was founded in 2013. Unfiltered bear,
Georgian Whiskey, fruit spirits and chacha are produced
since 2014. The company has distillation service as well.
The products are sold on the local market as well as
exported abroad. The Georgian Whiskey – “RUMBI” is
the unique 40% drink produced by the company. It is
bottled in two – 0.5 and 0.7 litter bottles.
CONTACT: Digomi 8, G. Peradze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 213 06 08; info@mbtbilisi.com;
http://mbtbilisi.com

GURIAN FRUIT OTKA
The Anaseuli Kombinat Ltd was established in 2015 with
the goal to create the Gurian fruit distillate and revive the
age old Georgian tradition of distillation process. The
company operates
the fully equipped factory in Guria,
ლოგოტიპი
Anaseuli village and produces 7 different kinds of high
quality ecologically pure bio products by the brand name
“Otka”. The list of the products contains chacha and 7
varieties of Gurian fruit distillates: Apple, Peach, Pear,
Persimmon, Plum, Tkemali and Fruit.
CONTACT: Anaseuli, Ozurgeti, Georgia;
+995 599 01 50 40; info@anaseuli.ge;
http://anaseuli.ge; FB / Anaseuli Otka
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WINE CHATEAU NEKRESI
“Chateau Nekresi” produces a wide variety of high quality
Georgian wines in a wine factory in the village of Saniore,
Telavi district. There are several groups of wines under
the “Chateau Nekresi” brand name: “Chateau Nekresi”
local origin, “Chateau Nekresi” for Supra, “Chateau
Nekresi” Qvevri, “Chateau Nekresi” exclusive and “202
Georgian Jugs” wines.
CONTACT: A. Apakidze 11, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 322 47 17 77; info@ch-nekresi.com;
http://ch-nekresi.ru

BREAD BORODINULI
Bread Borodinuli is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli Bakery”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

WINES 202 GEORGIAN JUGS
“Chateau Nekresi” produces a wide variety of high
quality Georgian wines in a wine factory in the village of
Saniore, Telavi district. The wines under the trademark
“202 Georgian Jugs” were created especially for the
Russian market and they are sold primarily in Russia in
restaurants, clubs, cafes, bars, hotels and wine bars.
CONTACT: A. Apakidze 11, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 322 47 17 77; info@ch-nekresi.com;
http://ch-nekresi.ru

BUN FOR FASTING
Bun for Fasting is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli Bakery” - a
member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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CAKE WITH RAISIN
Cake with Raisin is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli Bakery” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HOT DOG BREAD
Hot Dog Bread is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli Bakery” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

LOBIANI
Lobiani is one of the most delicious products produced
under the brand name “Mzareuli Bakery” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

CRUNCHY COOKIES KHRASHUNA
Crunchy Cookies Khrashuna is one of the most
delicious products produced under the brand name
“Mzareuli Bakery” - a member of the “Nikora”
Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of retail
outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the
ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

KHACHAPURI
Khachapuri is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli Bakery” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

PUFF PASTRY
Puff Pastry is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli Bakery” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

CURABIE BISCUITS
Curabie Biscuits is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli Bakery” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

KULICH
Kulich is one of the most delicious products produced
under the brand name “Mzareuli Bakery” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

RYE BREAD 0% YEAST
Rye Bread 0% Yeast is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Mzareuli
Bakery” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that
is equipped with modern processing equipment, based
on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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Bee Products

TOAST BREAD
Toast Bread is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli Bakery” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HONEY
“Jaadze Honey” is the Georgian brand name of honey
products that produces full range of bee products
(honey, wax, etc) in the ecologically pure alpine zone
of the Akhmeta district, where it gets all of its unique
characteristics. The honey is a true discovery for all
those, who follow a healthy lifestyle. The yearly honey
production volume is more than 3 tons.
CONTACT: Kvemo Alvani village, Akhmeta municipality,
Georgia; +995 555 25 49 49, +995 599 779 940;
jaadze79@gmail.com; FB / ჯააძის თაფლი

HANGER
Hangers of different sizes are one of the most popular
products of NOVA LLC. It is made of galvanized Naglin.
Different width hangers can be produced based on the
clients’ needs.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

Building Materials

WHITE BREAD 0% YEAST
White bread 0% Yeast is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Mzareuli
Bakery” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be
bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia.
It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

WHITE BREAD 70 GR
White Bread 70 gr are one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Mzareuli
Bakery” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
ლოგოტიპი
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that
is equipped with modern processing equipment, based
on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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CEILING AND WALL PROFILES
Ceiling and wall profiles (UW, CW, CD, UD) of different
sizes are one of the most popular products of NOVA
LLC. It is made of galvanized Naglin. Different width
profiles can be produced based on the clients’ needs.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

EXPANDED PERLITE SAND
The Expanded Perlite Sand produced by “Mining
Company ParavanPerlite” LLC can be of two types:
for walls and floors. The expanded perlite is ideal for
thermal insulation building mixtures production. A high
rate of sound insulation and low thermal coefficient are
the very advantages which create the ideal environment
in the house: heat in winter and coolness in summer.
CONTACT: 54, Bld. 8, Block 7, Vazha Pshavela Ave.
0186, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995 32 2917154,
+ 995 32 2917150; contact@perlite.ge;
http://perlite.ge

MOSAIC
Kamara LLC is the leading company that was established
in 2006. The main activity is to produce natural stones
and the natural stone decorations. Company offers
Mosaic – a new product since 2012. The mosaic is
an art that is based on constructing the composition
or drawing with the help of small pieces of stones and
glass. It is mainly used in the area of decorative art and
interior design – to decorate walls, floors and ceilings. It
is one of the most demanded and popular products of
the company.
CONTACT: Zemo Ponichala 37/006, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 599 88 00 88, +995 593 13 02 15; kamara@
kamarastone.ge; http://kamarastone.ge/; FB / Kamara

PERLITE LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATION BUILDING
BLOCK
Perlite concrete produced by “Mining Company
ParavanPerlite” LLC is characterized with many useful
features like vapor penetration. The building “breathes”
because of this feature. Perlite block can easily be cut,
perforated and covered. It cannot dissolve, does not rot
and cannot be damaged by rodents. It can withstand
fire as the melting temperature of perlite is +1260˚C.
CONTACT: 54, Bld. 8, Block 7, Vazha Pshavela Ave.
0186, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995 32 2917154, + 995 32
2917150; contact@perlite.ge; http://perlite.ge
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YELLOW TUFF
Kamara is the leading company that was established
in 2006. The core operations of Kamara comprises of
natural stone processing & lining. The main focus of a
company is to use the local stones as raw materials,
especially the yellow tufa. Tuff is a volcanic stone. It is
used in exterior and interior decorations. The tuff mine,
that is located in the Bolnisi region, in is the possession of
Kamara since 2014. The tuff reserves are pretty vast, so
the company decided to buy all the needed equipment
that are needed to mine and produce final products
locally.
CONTACT: Zemo Ponichala 37/006, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 599 88 00 88, +995 593 13 02 15;
kamara@kamarastone.ge; http://kamarastone.ge;
FB / Kamara

6 TILE GEORGIAN BRICK
6 tile Georgian brick is one of the most popular products
of the StoneART LLC. Size: 13 x 33 x 2. 24 units fit in 1
Esq. Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced
by different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat
walls as well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

COBBLE STONE
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company intends
to increase product line, increase the awareness and
on the domestic market and increase export. Cobble
Stone is one of the most popular decorative stones of
the company. There are two varieties which differ only
by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

მ ო ძ რ ა ო ბ ა

Cable

CABLE
NRG Georgia LLC is the QMARK certified producer
since 2013 that produces 150+ kinds of the copper and
aluminium cables in the Kvemo Aleqseevka settlement.
The production was significantly expanded by the help of
the “Produce in Georgia” government program support
in 2015 as a result of 2 million USD investments. High
quality products, competitive price, individual approach
to each client and operativeness are 4 main pillars of the
company philosophy that create undisputed advantage
on the local market.
CONTACT: Kvemo Aleqseevka settlement, Tbilisi,
Georgia; +995 32 2 30 60 03, +995 599 030 373;
info@nrg.ge; http://nrg.ge

CABLE
JSC Sakcable produces 74 kinds of copper and aluminium
cables of more than 2000 specifications. The products
are sold with the Sakcable brand name throughout
Georgia and abroad. JSC Sakcable manages to stay
on top because of high quality and flexible price. Each
product carries identification signs that make it possible
to identify the producer, date of production, name of the
responsible person and all technical parameters.
CONTACT: Gamrekeli 19, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 577 717 987; gm@cable.ge;
http://sakcable.ge

BELGIAN BRICK
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company intends
to increase product line, increase the awareness and on
the domestic market and increase export. Belgian Brick
is one of the most popular decorative stones of the
company. There are two varieties which differ only by
color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

COBBLE STONE TILE
Cobble stone tile is one of the most popular products of
StoneART LLC. Thickness is 2.5 sm. 26 units fit in 1 Esq
m². Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced
in different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat
walls as well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

BELGIAN BRICK
Belgium Brick is one of the most popular products of
StoneART LLC. Size: 21 x 6 x 2.2. 75 units fit in 1 Esq
m². Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced in
different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat walls
as well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

DABBED WHITE BRICK
Dabbed White Brick is one of the most popular products
of StoneART LLC. Size: 11 x 18 x 2.5, 11 x 36 x 2.5 and
11 x 44 x 2.5. 20-50 units fit in 1 Esq m². Transported
by wooden pallets. Can be produced in different colors.
Can be produced for oval and flat walls as well as for
corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge
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ENGLISH STONE
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company intends
to increase product line, increase the awareness and on
the domestic market and increase export. English Stone
is one of the most popular decorative stones of the
company. There are three varieties which differ only by
color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

GEORGIAN BRICK
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company intends
to increase product line, increase the awareness and on
the domestic market and increase export. Georgian
Brick is one of the most popular decorative stones of
the company. There are three varieties which differ only
by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

LINING TILE
Lining tile is one of the most popular products of
StoneART LLC. Can be 18/11, 18/32, 18/22, 18/28
sizes. Thickness is 2.5 sm. 22 units fit in 1 Esq m².
Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced in
different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat walls
as well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

ENGLISH BRICK
English Brick is one of the most popular products of
StoneART LLC. Size: 23 x 7 x 2. 62 units fit in 1 Esq
m². Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced
in different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat
walls as well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

GEORGIAN BRICK
Georgian Brick is one of the most popular products of
StoneART LLC. Size: 4 x 17.5 x 2. 140 units fit in 1 Esq
m². Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced
in different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat
walls as well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

NEW ENGLISH BRICK
New English Brick is one of the most popular products
of StoneART LLC. Size: 13 x 33 x 2. 24 units fit in 1 Esq
m². Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced in
different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat walls as
well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

FLOOR TILE
Floor tile is one of the most popular products of
StoneART LLC. Size: 14 x 68 x 3.5. 8.5 units fit in 1 Esq
m². Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced in
different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat walls as
ლოგოტიპი
well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

GREEK BRICK
Greek Brick is one of the most popular products of
StoneART LLC. Size: 21 x 8 x 1.7. 60 units fit in 1 Esq
m². Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced in
different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat walls
as well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

NEW SHATILI
New Shatili is one of the most popular products of
StoneART LLC. Size: 14 x 49 x 2.5. 14.5 units fit in 1 Esq
m². Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced by
different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat walls as
well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge
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NEW SHATILI STONE
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company intends
to increase product line, increase the awareness and on
the domestic market and increase export. New Shatili
Stone is one of the most popular decorative stones of
the company. There are two varieties which differ only
by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

OLD BRICK
Old Brick is one of the most popular products of
StoneART LLC. Size: 5.5 x 19 x 1. 105 units fit in 1 Esq
m². Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced in
different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat walls
as well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

PAVEMENT TILE
Pavement tile by StoneART LLC has a size of 50 x 50
x 3.5 sm and is specifically for pavements specifically. It
is much more solid than the tiles for the walls. 4 units
fit in 1 Esq m².
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

NICHBISI STONE
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company intends
to increase product line, increase the awareness and
on the domestic market and increase export. Nichbisi
Stone is one of the most popular decorative stones of
the company. There are two varieties which differ only
by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

OLD STONE
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company
intends to increase product line, increase the awareness
and on the domestic market and increase export. Old
Stone is one of the most popular decorative stone of
the company. There are two varieties which differ only
by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

SHALE
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company intends
to increase product line, increase the awareness and on
the domestic market and increase export. Shale is one
of the most popular decorative stones of the company.
There are two varieties which differ only by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

OLD BRICK
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company intends
to increase product line, increase the awareness and on
the domestic market and increase export. Old Brick is one
of the most popular decorative stones of the company.
There are two varieties which differ only by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

PALACE STONE
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company
intends to increase product line, increase the awareness
and on the domestic market and increase export. Palace
Stone is one of the most popular decorative stones of
the company. There are two varieties which differ only
by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

SHALE STONE
Shale stone is one of the most popular products of
StoneART LLC. Size: 35 x 4 x 4.5. 71 units fit in 1 Esq
m². Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced
in different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat
walls as well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge
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SHATILI
Shatili is one of the most popular products of StoneART
LLC. Size: 10 x 46 x 2. 122 units fit in 1 Esq m².
Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced in
different colors.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

SHIRIMI OVAL TILE
Shirimi oval tile is one of the most popular products
of StoneART LLC which can be produced in different
sizes. Thickness is 2.5 sm. Can be produced in different
colors. Can be transported by wooden pallets.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

SPANISH BRICK
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company intends
to increase product line, increase the awareness and
on the domestic market and increase export. Spanish
Brick is one of the most popular decorative stones of
the company. There are two varieties which differ only
by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

SHATILI STONE
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company
intends to increase product line, increase the awareness
and on the domestic market and increase export. Shatili
stone is one of the most popular decorative stones of
the company. There are three varieties which differ only
by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

SHUBA
Shuba is one of the most popular products of the
StoneART LLC with two different sizes - 25/50 and
25/25, with 4c sm thickness. 8 or 16 units fit in 1m².in 1
Esq. Transported by wooden pallets. Can be produced
by in different colors. Can be produced for oval and flat
walls as well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

SPANISH BRICK
Spanish Brick is one of the most popular products of
StoneART LLC. Size: 7.5 x 25.5 x 2 and 7.5 x 13 x 2. 50
units fit in 1 Esq m². It is, transported by wooden pallets,
can be produced in different colors, can be produced for
oval and flat walls as well as for corners.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

SHIRIMI
Shirimi is one of the most popular products of StoneART
LLC. There are two different sizes: 18 x 23 x 2 and 36 x
23 x 2. 14 units fit in 1 Esq m². Transported by wooden
pallets. Can be produced in different colors.
ლოგოტიპი
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

SIX TILE BRICK
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company
intends to increase product line, increase the awareness
and on the domestic market and increase export. Six
Tile Brick is one of the most popular decorative stones
of the company. There are two varieties which differ
only by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

TRAVERTINE
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure
decorative stone tiles of 15 different types for interior
and exterior (more than 30 stone tile varieties). The
company intends to increase product line, increase the
awareness and on the domestic market and increase
export. Travertine is one of the most popular decorative
stones of the company. There are two varieties which
differ only by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia
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TRAVERTINE TILE
Travertine tile is one of the most popular products of
the StoneART LLC. If 1 square meter of the natural
travertine tile weights 50 kilos, this one weights just
32 kilos. Size: 30 x 50 x 1.7. 7 units fit in 1m² Esq.
Transported by wooden pallets. It can be produced by
in different colors. Additional hangers can be used if used
on the high building.
CONTACT: Kerchi st. 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 555 350 808, + 995 599 881 988;
stoneart2007@gmail.com; http://stoneart.ge

CYLINDRICAL SINGLE-LAYER PLASTIC WATER
TANK [BLUE]
Cylindrical single-layer plastic water tank [blue] is one
of the most popular products of NOVA LLC. It is
produced on the advanced Italian polyvinyl rotative
system production line. 100 to 5000 liter water tanks
can be produced with different colors and form.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P.
Bagrationi 105 b, Batumi, Georgia;
+995 32 200 33 33; nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

PRISMATIC SINGLE-LAYER PLASTIC WATER TANK
[BLUE]
Prismatic single-layer plastic water tank [blue] is one of
the most popular products of NOVA LLC. It is produced
on the advanced Italian polyvinyl rotative system
production line. 100 to 500 liter water tanks can be
produced with different colors and form.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

WOODEN PATTERN
Design M Georgia produces ecologically pure decorative
stone tiles of 15 different types for interior and exterior
(more than 30 stone tile varieties). The company intends
to increase product line, increase the awareness and on
the domestic market and increase export. Wooden
Pattern is one of the most popular decorative stone of
the company. There are two varieties which differ only
by color.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 574 80 00 50; design.m.georgia@gmail.com;
FB / Design M Georgia

CYLINDRICAL SINGLE-LAYER PLASTIC WATER
TANK [WHITE]
Cylindrical single-layer plastic water tank [white] is
one of the most popular products of NOVA LLC. It
is produced on the advanced Italian polyvinyl rotative
system production line. 100 to 5000 liter water tanks
can be produced with different colors and form.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

PRISMATIC SINGLE-LAYER PLASTIC WATER TANK
[WHITE]
Prismatic single-layer plastic water tank [white] is one
of the most popular products of NOVA LLC. It is
produced on the advanced Italian polyvinyl rotative
system production line. 100 to 500 liter water tanks can
be produced with different colors and form.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

PRISMATIC DOUBLE-LAYER PLASTIC WATER TANK
[BLUE]
Prismatic double-layer plastic water tank [blue] is one
of the most popular products of NOVA LLC. It is
produced on the advanced Italian polyvinyl rotative
system production line. 100 to 500 liter water tanks can
be produced with different colors and form.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

VERTICAL DOUBLE-LAYER PLASTIC WATER
TANK [BLUE]
Vertical double-layer plastic water tank [blue] is one
of the most popular products of NOVA LLC. It is
produced on the advanced Italian polyvinyl rotative
system production line. 100 to 5000 liter water tanks
can be produced with different colors and form.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge
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Plastic Tanks

CYLINDRICAL DOUBLE-LAYER PLASTIC WATER
TANK [BLUE]
Cylindrical double-layer plastic water tank [blue] is
one of the most popular products of NOVA LLC. It
is produced on the advanced Italian polyvinyl rotative
system production line. 100 to 5000 liter water tanks
can be produced with different colors and form.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge
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VERTICAL SINGLE-LAYER PLASTIC WATER TANK
[BLUE]
Vertical single-layer plastic water tank [blue] is one of the
most popular products of NOVA LLC. It is produced on
the advanced Italian polyvinyl rotative system production
line. 100 to 5000 liter water tanks can be produced with
different colors and form.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

METAL TILE ROOF
Metal tile roofs of different size, color and form are one
of the most popular products of NOVA LLC. The roofs
are produced in Tbilisi and Batumi. The product is made
of colored galvanized tin sheets.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia;
P. Bagrationi 105 b, Batumi, Georgia;
+995 32 200 33 33; nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

ქართული
პროდუქტების
კატალოგი

TIN ROOF
Tin roofs of different size and form are one of the
most popular products of NOVA LLC. The roofs are
produced in Tbilisi and Batumi. All the products have the
same color, but size and form may differ.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

Dairy Products

VERTICAL SINGLE-LAYER PLASTIC WATER
TANK [WHITE]
Vertical single-layer plastic water tank [white] is one
of the most popular products of NOVA LLC. It is
produced on the advanced Italian polyvinyl rotative
system production line. 100 to 5000 liter water tanks
can be produced with different colors and form.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

PROFNASTIL ROOF
Profnastil roofs of different sizes, colors and forms are one
of the most popular products of NOVA LLC. The roofs are
produced in Tbilisi and Batumi. The products are made of
colored galvanized tin sheets.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia;
P. Bagrationi 105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

BUTTER PREMIUM
Butter Premium is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Day Products” - a
member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

Roof

CORRUGATED (GOFFERED) ROOF
The corrugated (Goffered) roofs of different size,
color and form are
one of the most popular products
ლოგოტიპი
of NOVA LLC. The roofs are produced in Tbilisi and
Batumi. The product is made of galvanized tin and
colored galvanized tin sheets.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge
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SHEET ROOF
Sheet roofs of different size and form are one of the
most popular products of NOVA LLC. The roofs are
produced in Tbilisi and Batumi. The product is made of
galvanized tin and colored galvanized tin sheets.
CONTACT: R. Agladze 45, Tbilisi, Georgia; P. Bagrationi
105 b, Batumi, Georgia; +995 32 200 33 33;
nova@nova.ge; http://nova.ge

BUTTER WITH REDUCED MILK FAT 71.5%
Butter with Reduced Milk Fat 71.5% is one of the most
delicious products produced under the brand name
“Day Products” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It
can be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is
equipped with modern processing equipment, based on
the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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BUTTER
West Invest LLC has already created its production in
Georgia. Alpen Milk LLC produces butted in Akhalkalaki
for West Invest LLC by the rand name Westland. The
product is produced from revived milk without GMO
and packed in 5 kg packs.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze st. 13a, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 595 57 09 41; info@wi.ge; http://westinvest.ge/

DAY COTTAGE CHEESE 0%
Day Cottage Cheese 0% is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Day
Products” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that
is equipped with modern processing equipment, based
on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

DAY MATSONI 3.2%
Day Matsoni 3.2% is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Day Products” - a
member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

COTTAGE CHEESE DESERT WITH VANILLA 18%
Cottage Cheese Desert with Vanilla 18% is one of the
most delicious products produced under the brand name
“Day Products” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It
can be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is
equipped with modern processing equipment, based on
the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

DAY COTTAGE CHEESE 6%
Day Cottage Cheese 6% is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Day
Products” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is
equipped with modern processing equipment, based on
the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

DAY SOUR CREAM 15%
Day Sour Cream 15% is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Day
Products” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that
is equipped with modern processing equipment, based
on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

CREAM BUTTER 82.5%
Cream Butter 82.5% is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Day
Products” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is
equipped with modern processing equipment, based on
the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

DAY MATSONI 1%
Day Matsoni 1% is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Day Products” - a
member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11,
Tbilisi 0180, Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50;
contact@nikora.ge; http://nikora.ge

DAY SOUR CREAM 20%
Day Sour Cream 20% is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Day
Products” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that
is equipped with modern processing equipment, based
on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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FOR BAKING 82%
For Baking 82% is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Day Products” - a
member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

MOZZARELLA
Mozzarella is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Day Products” - a
member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

ქართული
პროდუქტების
კატალოგი

SULGUNI
Sulguni is one of the most delicious products produced
under the brand name “Day Products” - a member of
the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

Dry Fruits, Churchkhela & Sweets

IMERULI CHEESE
Imeruli Cheese is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Day Products” - a
member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SMOKED SULGUNI
Smoked Sulguni is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Day Products” - a
member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

MILK FAT INSIDE 82,5%
Milk Fat Inside 82,5% is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Day
Products” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
ლოგოტიპი
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that
is equipped with modern processing equipment, based
on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SULGUNI TRADITIONAL
Sulguni Traditional is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Day Products” - a
member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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BEBOS CHURCHKHELA, LARGE
Bebos Nobati LLC has produced two kinds of “Bebos
Churchkhela” with 100% local ingredients and unique
technology in Zugdidi since 2014. The large-sized
churchkhelas are produced without thread and are
packed in vacuum packaging. Produced since 2014:
Package - Vacuum; Length - 26 cm; NET weight - 120
gr.; Shelf life - 9 months;
CONTACT: Rustaveli str., 4-th turn 11, Zugdidi,
Georgia; +995 595 37 40 88, +995 577 14 19 56;
bachuki.1985@mail.ru; FB / ბებოს-ჩურჩხელა

BEBOS CHURCHKHELA, MINI
Bebos Nobati LLC has produced two kinds of “Bebos
Churchkhela” with 100% local ingredients and unique
technology in Zugdidi since 2014. The small-sized
churchkhelas are produced without thread and are
packed in vacuum packaging. Produced since Spring
2016: Package - Vacuum; Length - 12 cm; NET weight
- 50 gr.; Shelf life - 9 months;
CONTACT: Rustaveli str., 4-th turn 11, Zugdidi,
Georgia; +995 595 37 40 88, +995 577 14 19 56;
bachuki.1985@mail.ru; FB/ბებოს-ჩურჩხელა
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CHURCHKHELA
“Madliani 2017” is a natural traditional churchkhela
producer company. The raw ingredients are – the
Kakhetian Rkatsiteli grape juice (ceoncentrated), the
Lomtagora corn Grade I flour and the Georgian
walnuts. This eaxctly is the company “secret” that
makes churchkhelas so unique by its origin and taste.
Churchkhelas are handmade and produced in a way
as it was done ages ago. Therefore “Madliani 2017”
churchkhelas are 100% natural, 100% traditional and
100% handmade without any additives. The products
are sold only in the branded packages. The length: 25
sm; Shelf life - 6 month on 10 C - 25 C temperature;
No special requirements for transportation.
CONTACT: Sairme 33, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 577 40 20 82, +995 577 57 05 22 ;
Madliani2017@yahoo.com; FB / Madliani 2017

TATARA WITH RAISINS
Grape LLC was established in December 2015. The
main area of activities is agricultural product recycling and
production. The product represents a traditional Georgian
sweet named “Tatara”, with new innovative shapes and
packaging. Tatara with raisins is one of the very tasty
products of the Grape LLC. The product not only looks
like a grape from the outside, but it truly has raisins seeds
inside. Very tasty and health natural product from Georgia!
CONTACT: Nushi st. 7, 0178 Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 577 61 34 08, +995 593 58 38 20;
grape.geo@gmail.com; FB / tatara.ge

მ ო ძ რ ა ო ბ ა

TATARA ASSORTED
Grape LLC was established in December 2015. The
main area of activities is agricultural product recycling
and production. The product represents a traditional
Georgian sweet named “Tatara”, with new innovative
shapes and packaging. The goal of the company is to
produce not only for the domestic market, but also for
export. The product is exported to Germany, Austria,
UK, Greece, Estonia, Ukraine, Israel and Russia. Tatara
Assorted is the special edition that contains all the
different varieties of Tatara’s that Grape LLC produces:
TATARA with roasted walnut, TATARA with roasted
hazelnut, TATARA with roasted almond, TATARA with
raisins, TATARA with pumpkin.
CONTACT: Nushi st. 7, 0178 Tbilisi, Georgia; +995
577 61 34 08, +995 593 58 38 20; grape.geo@gmail.
com; FB / tatara.ge

TATARA WITH PUMPKIN
Grape LLC was established in December 2015. The
main area of activities is agricultural product recycling and
production. The product represents a traditional Georgian
sweet named “Tatara”, with new innovative shapes and
packaging. Tatara with pumpkin is one of the very tasty
products of the Grape LLC. The product not only looks like
a pumpkin seed from the outside, but it truly has pumpkin
seeds inside. Very tasty and health natural product from
Georgia!
CONTACT: Nushi st. 7, 0178 Tbilisi, Georgia; +995 577
61 34 08, +995 593 58 38 20; grape.geo@gmail.com;
FB / tatara.ge

TATARA WITH ROASTED WALNUTS
Grape LLC was established in December 2015. The
main area of activities is agricultural product recycling
and production. The product represents a traditional
Georgian sweet named “Tatara”, with new innovative
shapes and packaging. Tatara with roasted walnuts is
one of the very tasty products of the Grape LLC. The
product not only looks like a walnut from the outside,
but it truly has roasted walnuts inside. Very tasty and
health natural product from Georgia!
CONTACT: Nushi st. 7, 0178 Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 577 61 34 08, +995 593 58 38 20;
grape.geo@gmail.com; FB / tatara.ge

Eggs

TATARA WITH ROASTED ALMOND
Grape LLC was established in December 2015. The
main area of activities is agricultural product recycling and
production. The product represents a traditional Georgian
sweet named “Tatara”, with new innovative shapes and
packaging. Tatara with roasted almond is one of the very
tasty products of the Grape LLC. The product not only
looks like a almond seed from the outside, but it truly
has roasted almonds inside. Very tasty and health natural
product from Georgia!
CONTACT: Nushi st. 7, 0178 Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 577 61 34 08, +995 593 58 38 20;
grape.geo@gmail.com; FB / tatara.ge

TATARA WITH ROASTED HAZELNUT
Grape LLC was established in December 2015. The
main area of activities is agricultural product recycling and
production. The product represents a traditional Georgian
sweet named “Tatara”, with new innovative shapes and
packaging. Tatara with roasted hazelnut is one of the very
tasty products of the Grape LLC. The product not only
looks like a hazelnut seed from the outside, but it truly has
roasted hazelnut seeds inside. Very tasty and health natural
product from Georgia!
CONTACT: Nushi st. 7, 0178 Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 577 61 34 08, +995 593 58 38 20;
grape.geo@gmail.com; FB / tatara.ge

CHICKEN EGGS
ISO 9001:2015 certified and Georgian Quality Mark
holder Dila Products LLC was founded in 2006. The
factory is located in the Tetritskaro district and is mainly
concentrated on the chicken egg production, usual eggs (0,
I, II categories) and Omega-3 enriched eggs. The 0, I and
II category eggs are packed in the 10 and 15 unit packs
and delivered to the supermarkets and markets for sale
throughout all Georgia.
CONTACT: Tetritskaro district, village Koda, Georgia;
+ 995 210 60 29; info@dila.com.ge; http://dila.com.ge;
FB / Dila Products

OMEGA-3 ENRICHED EGGS
Omega-3 enriched eggs are produced and sold in many
countries of the world, but the Dila Products LLC is the
only company in Georgia that managed to produce it
locally since 2017. The chicken fodder is comprised
of high quality maze and other essential ingredients. In
order to get the Omega-3 enriched egg the chicken
are given the special fodder - Optomega-100 that
is produced by the Optivite International (UK). This
contains 100% salmon oil, because it is made of
salmon itself. The Omega-3 enriched eggs are sold in
HARTMANN eco packages and can be easily identified
on the shelf.
CONTACT: Tetritskaro district, village Koda, Georgia;
+ 995 210 60 29; info@dila.com.ge; http://dila.com.
ge; FB / Dila Products
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ISO 9001:2015 certified and Georgian Quality
Mark holder Dila Products LLC was founded in
2006. The factory is located in the Tetritskaro
district and is mainly concentrated on the chicken
egg production, ordinary eggs (0, I, II categories)
and the Omega-3 enriched eggs. The company
sells its products under the brand name “Dila” on
the local market. The chickens are grown in the
clean, healthy environment where all the industrial
processes are automated. The fodder is healthy and
free of GMO.
Contact: Tetritskaro district, village Koda, Georgia;
+ 995 210 60 29; info@dila.com.ge;
http://dila.com.ge; FB / Dila Products

The overall production area is more than 53 hectares.
All the production processes are automated including
the modern incubator, chicken growing facility and the
egg production facility.

The chicken fodder is locally produced in the special
factory that covers more than 3000 square meter
area in addition to the 7000 cubic meter corn
reserve elevator. The storage facility was completely
refurbished in 2017. Corn storage silos as well as the
transporters for ingredients were added.

The daily ratio for the egg layer chicken contains
the high quality maze and other corn cultures, also
sunflower, soya and oil. The fodder is constantly
checked on microbiological purity. Chicken grow in
the clean and healthy environment

The eggs are packed in the ecologically pure cardoon
packs. To achieve that the company acquired modern
equipment from Netherlands, from SANOVO
company.

The company owns the distribution network in
Tbilisi and the whole Georgia. Highly equipped 20
distributor cars deliver products to the buyers in
the shortest period of time. The products can be
bought in nearly all the markets, supermarkets and
hypermarkets of Georgia.

Chicken Egg is a unique product with all the useful
nutrients balanced. It is the source of all the inevitable
amino acids, that are not generated in the human
body. The egg contains saturated and unsaturated oils,
ლოგოტიპი
carbohydrates, A,D,E,K,H
and B group vitamins, other
minerals and micro elements that are vital for humans

Omega-3 enriched eggs are produced and sold in many
countries of the world, but the Dila Products LLC is the
only company in Georgia that managed to produce it
locally since 2017. The chicken fodder is comprised of
the high quality maze and other essential ingredients.
In order to get the Omega-3 enriched egg the chicken
are given the special fodder - Optomega-100 that is
produced by the Optivite International (UK). Omega-3
acids are inevitable for human organism as it is rich with
3 types of acids that can not be created by the human
organism.

The company cares about the environment.
Therefore it uses cardoon packages. The most of the
eggs produced are sold in HARTMANN eco packages
and can be easily identified on the shelf. The company
plans to switch to eco packages in the nearest future.
The new series of products - “Gantiadi” are already
using them.
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START, ENERGY DRINK
The Start LLC was established in Agara in 2017. The
company produces energy drinks – “START” and
“ROCKNROLL” in its factory in Tbilisi. The primary
goal of the company is to earn a name for itself and
sell the product on the domestic / International markets.
The energy drink market is very saturated in Georgian
and abroad, but START has all the odds on its side to
differentiate itself from the crowd.
CONTACT: Kareli district, Agara, Georgia;
+995 579 34 33 61; georgiastart@gmail.com;
FB / Start Energy Drink

BALTIC SPRAT SALTED
Baltic Sprat Salted is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Okeane” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

COLD SMOKED MACKEREL
Cold Smoked Mackerel is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Okeane” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

CHILLED TROUT
Chilled Trout is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Okeane” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

COLD SMOKED SALMON BELLY
Cold Smoked Salmon Belly is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Okeane”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

COLD SMOKED CAPELIN
Cold Smoked Capelin is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Okeane” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

FRESH TROUT
Fresh Trout is one of the most delicious products produced
under the brand name “Okeane” - a member of the
“Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of retail
outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

მ ო ძ რ ა ო ბ ა

Filtering

PERLITE FILTER AID
Perlite Filter Aid is produced by “Mining Company
ParavanPerlite” LLC. The physical character of expanded
perlite bubbles lends itself to a variety of special purposes,
including use as a filter aid separating small solid particles
from liquids (wine, beer, oil, water, etc.). It is used in food,
chemical, medical, oil and other industries.
CONTACT: 54, Bld. 8, Block 7, Vazha Pshavela Ave.
0186, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995 32 2917154,
+ 995 32 2917150; contact@perlite.ge;
http://perlite.ge
Fish Products

ASSORTED SNACKS FOR BEER
Assorted Snacks for beer is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Okeane”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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HERRING FILLET IN PIQUANT SAUCE OILED
Herring Fillet in Piquant Sauce Oiled is one of the most
delicious products produced under the brand name
“Okeane” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is
equipped with modern processing equipment, based on
the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HERRING FILLET WITH ONION AND GREENS
Herring Fillet with Onion and Greens is one of the
most delicious products produced under the brand
name “Okeane” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding.
It can be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is
equipped with modern processing equipment, based on
the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HOT SMOKED MACKEREL
Hot Smoked Mackerel is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Okeane” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HERRING FILLET IN PIQUANT SAUCE
Herring Fillet in Piquant Sauce is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Okeane”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HERRING FILLET WITH SCALLION
Herring Fillet with Scallion is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Okeane”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SALMON CAVIAR
Salmon Caviar is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Okeane” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HERRING FILLET WITH DILL
Herring Fillet with Dill is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Okeane” - a member
ლოგოტიპი
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HERRING FILLET
Herring Fillet is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Okeane” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SALMON FILLET SEMI SALTED
Salmon Fillet Semi Salted is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Okeane” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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SALTED HERRING
Salted Herring is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Okeane” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

CATTLE FODDER
Cattle fodder production is one of the main directions of
AgroQiziki LLC. 2 different fodders are produced. The
products are delivered to the farmers through its own 3
shops and its dealer network.
CONTACT: Rustaveli 24, Dedoplistskaro, Georgia;
+ 995 599 567 131; beka@me.com; http://farmers.ge

PIG FODDER
AgroQiziki LLC is a Dedoplistskaro-based company that
serves local farmers with veterinarian drugs, plant protection
tools, treatments, agricultural equipment, mechanization
services, fodder for livestock and other goods and services
they need, including artificial insemination for cattle and pigs,
through its own 3 shops and its dealer network. Pig fodder
production is one of the main directions of AgroQiziki LLC.
19 different pig fodders are produced.
CONTACT: Rustaveli 24, Dedoplistskaro, Georgia;
+ 995 599 567 131; beka@me.com; http://farmers.ge

მ ო ძ რ ა ო ბ ა

Hygiene, Health & Beauty

SALTED SPRAT OJAKHURAD
Salted Sprat Ojakhurad is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Okeane” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

CHICKEN FODDER
Chicken fodder production is one of the main directions
of AgroQiziki LLC. 4 different fodders are produced. The
products are delivered to the farmers through its own 3
shops and its dealer network.
CONTACT: Rustaveli 24, Dedoplistskaro, Georgia;
+ 995 599 567 131; beka@me.com; http://farmers.ge

SMOKED HERRING FILLET IN OIL
Smoked Herring Fillet in Oil is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Okeane”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

FODDER FOR ANIMALS AND POULTRY
Nutrimax has been operating on the Georgian market
since 2009 with particular focus to provide a top-class
feed, feed supplements and innovative methods of feeding
to small and medium-size animal and poultry farmers.
Nutrimax clients are small, medium and large farms. The
main objective is to care for their success. The company
offers compound feed as well as top-class premixes and
concentrates for efficient feeding of animals and poultry.
CONTACT: Ghoghoberidze 67b, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 230 53 35; info@nutrimax.ge;
http://nutrimax.ge; FB / Nutrimax

AMOLIT
Amolit is specifically designed liquid to remove even hard
to remove oils and dirt from the surfaces. It is produced
by the Meda Bright LLC by the brand name Qarti for the
Georgian market. It is an unique liquid that effectively and
easily removes deeply embedded oil and dirt from any
surface (gas, floor, vessels, etc)
CONTACT: Kindzmarauli 5, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 2 711 799; info@qarti.ge; http://qarti.ge;
FB / Qarti

ARIANI
Ariani is an antibacterial liquid soap that is produced by the
Meda Bright LLC by the brand name Qarti for the Georgian
market. There are two colors – red and blue. It has
antibacterial effect, neutral but pleasant aroma and softens
hand skin. Even the minimal amount of liquid is enough to
easily remove all dirt in a water of any temperature.
CONTACT: Kindzmarauli 5, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 2 711 799; info@qarti.ge; http://qarti.ge;
FB / Qarti
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AVELON
Avelon is a furniture polishing liquid produced by
the Meda Bright LLC by the brand name Qarti for
the Georgian market. It is used to polish wooden,
laminated, mirror, glass cleaning and polishing. It polishes
and covers micro scratches as well.
CONTACT: Kindzmarauli 5, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 2 711 799; info@qarti.ge; http://qarti.ge;
FB / Qarti

LILIANI
Liliani is a washing liquid specifically for cleaning ceramics. It
is produced by the Meda Bright LLC by the brand name
Qarti for the Georgian market. It is used to clean basins,
baths, bowls and other ceramic surfaces. Even the minimal
amount of liquid is enough to effectively clean the surface.
CONTACT: Kindzmarauli 5, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 2 711 799; info@qarti.ge; http://qarti.ge;
FB / Qarti

ქართული
პროდუქტების
კატალოგი

PRIALON
Prialon is a polishing liquid that is produced by the Meda
Bright LLC by the brand name Qarti for the Georgian
market. It is used to polish glass, mirror, wooden and
laminated surfaces. Covers micro scratches too.
CONTACT: Kindzmarauli 5, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 2 711 799; info@qarti.ge; http://qarti.ge;
FB / Qarti

Natural Cosmetics

EXTRA LINE
Extra Line is specifically designed liquid to wash plates and
dishes by hand. It is produced by the Meda Bright LLC by
the brand name Qarti for the Georgian market. Even the
minimal amount of liquid is enough to easily remove oils in
a water of any temperature. It does not leave blots on the
surface. It does not hurt the hand skin.
CONTACT: Kindzmarauli 5, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 2 711 799; info@qarti.ge; http://qarti.ge;
FB / Qarti

OXILAN
Oxilan is a liquid for removing mineral and corrosive scurf
from the surface. It is produced by the Meda Bright LLC by
the brand name Qarti for the Georgian market. It is used
to remove mineral and corrosive scarf from vessels, water
tanks and stone surfaces. It effectively removes rust as well.
CONTACT: Kindzmarauli 5, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 2 711 799; info@qarti.ge; http://qarti.ge;
FB / Qarti

NATURAL MEDICAL SOAP
The Georgian natural medical soap – “DEMA” is the unique
product that is produced by the traditional family recipe
from the plants gathered in the alpine zone of the Dmanisi
region of Georgia. The start up produces 17 different kinds
of the medical BIO soaps today and sells them in the retail
networks of Georgia. The natural soap DEMA cleans the
skins and protects it from drying. It does not contain free
radicals, parabens, active and other chemicals. The BIO
soap DEMA is perfect for the adults as well as children. It
is unique for its tender and preasant aroma of the medical
herbs and precious oils.
CONTACT: Balichi village, Bolnisi municipality, Georgia;
+995 551 19 26 16; maiadevnozashvili@yahoo.com,
demasoap@gmail.com; http://dema.ge; FB / Dema

FORMULA 80
Formula 80 is a organic and artificial oil remover that is
produced by the Meda Bright LLC by the brand name
Qarti for the Georgian market. Even the minimal amount
of liquid is enough for ideal result.
ლოგოტიპი
CONTACT: Kindzmarauli 5, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 2 711 799; info@qarti.ge; http://qarti.ge;
FB / Qarti

PANOLIT
Panolit is a glass washing liquid that is produced by the
Meda Bright LLC by the brand name Qarti for the
Georgian market. It is used to clean and polish glass. Even
the minimal amount of liquid is enough to effectively clean
the surface.
CONTACT: Kindzmarauli 5, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 2 711 799; info@qarti.ge; http://qarti.ge;
FB / Qarti

NATURAL SKIN CARE PRODUCTS
The BIOSYO LLC is a natural cosmetics producer since
2017. The company products are produced of all natural
ingredients in Georgia, which makes skin beautiful and
healthy, makes it smooth and tight. BIOSYO presents the
“BIOSYO Skincare Original” containing the cream “Citrus”.
The cream contains C, B1, B2, PP vitamins and other
microelements to make your skin look young.
CONTACT: Gudauta st. 7, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 596 69 40 40; info@biosyo.ge; https://biosyo.ge;
FB / Biosyo
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Ice-Cream
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ICE-CREAM CUP WITH VANILLA, CHOCOLATE AND
VANILLA & CHOCOLATE
Ice-Cream Cup is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Paloma” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

ICE-CREAM FOR FAMILY WITH STRAWBERRY
Ice-Cream for Family with Strawberry is one of the
most delicious products produced under the brand
name “Paloma” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It
can be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is
equipped with modern processing equipment, based on
the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

CREAM BRULE
Cream Brule is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Paloma” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

ICE-CREAM FOR FAMILY WITH CHOCOLATE
Ice-Cream for Family with Chocolate is one of the most
delicious products produced under the brand name
“Paloma” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be
bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia.
It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

ICE-CREAM FOR FAMILY WITH VANILLA AND
CHOCOLATE
Ice-Cream for Family with Vanilla and Chocolate is one of
the most delicious products produced under the brand
name “Paloma” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It
can be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that
is equipped with modern processing equipment, based
on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

ICE-CREAM CUP COFFEE, STRAWBERRY AND
CREAM BRULE
Ice-Cream Cup coffee, strawberry and Cream Brule
is one of the most delicious products produced under
the brand name “Paloma” - a member of the “Nikora”
Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of retail outlets
throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified
factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

ICE-CREAM FOR FAMILY WITH COFFEE
Ice-Cream for Family with Coffee is one of the most
delicious products produced under the brand name
“Paloma” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that
is equipped with modern processing equipment, based
on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

ICE-CREAM FOR FAMILY WITH VANILLA
Ice-Cream for Family with Vanilla is one of the most
delicious products produced under the brand name
“Paloma” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is
equipped with modern processing equipment, based on
the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

ICE CREAM
The ISO 22000:2005 certified Barambo Ltd is the
Georgian chocolate, sweets and ice cream Producer
Company established in 2009 and the leader of the
Georgian market since than. “Barambo” produces lots
of different ice creams. The novelty of 2017 was the
new ice cream cake – “Chitis Rdze”.
CONTACT: Natakhtari village, Mtskheta, Georgia;
+995 32 2 91 91 81; info@barambo.ge;
http://barambo.ge; FB / Barambo
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PLOMBIR WITH CARAMEL AND PEANUTS
Plombir with Caramel and Peanuts is one of the most
delicious products produced under the brand name
“Paloma” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that
is equipped with modern processing equipment, based
on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

PLOMBIR WITH CHOCOLATE
Plombir with Chocolate is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Paloma” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

ქართული
პროდუქტების
კატალოგი

STRACCIATELLA
Stracciatella is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Paloma” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

Juices & Nectars
Juices & Nectars

PLOMBIR WITH CARAMEL
Plombir with Caramel is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Paloma” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

PLOMBIR WITH STRAWBERRY JAM
Plombir with Strawberry Jam is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Paloma” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

100 % FRUIT JUICES
The ultimate goal of the Khilari LLC, established in 2017,
is to produce 100% local non GMO fruit natural juices
with cold pressing method. The fruit processing facility is
equipped with European quality cold pressing machinery
and is located in Gori region, which is regarded as
a center for gathering fruits from different regions of
Georgia. The company produces highest quality natural
grape, apple, peach and plum juices from 100 % local
ingredients. The productions of the tangerine, carrot
and berry juices are planned in the nearest future.
CONTACT: Village Shavshvebi, Gori municipality,
Georgia; +995 551 85 58 66, +995 593 40 04 40;
info@khilari.ge; http://khilari.ge; FB / Khilari

PLOMBIR WITH CHOCOLATE AND CHERRY
Plombir with Chocolate and Cherry is one of the most
delicious products produced under the brand name
“Paloma” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
ლოგოტიპი
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that
is equipped with modern processing equipment, based
on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SOFT ICE-CREAM
Soft Ice-Cream is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Paloma” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

CAMPA APPLE
Campa Apple in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is a 100 %
juice and therefore is one of the most popular products
of the Campa LLC. High quality local and imported raw
materials are used in the production of this product. It
can be kept without opening for up to 12 months in
an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the retail
networks.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge
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CAMPA CHERRY & POMEGRANATE
Campa Cherry & Pomegranate in 1 liter Tetrapak
packaging is a 100 % juice and therefore is one of
the most popular products of the Campa LLC. High
quality local and imported raw materials are used in
the production of this product. It can be kept without
opening for up to 12 months in an ambient temperature.
It can be bought in the retail networks.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA MANGO
Campa Mango in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of
the most popular products of the Campa LLC. High
quality local and imported raw materials are used in
the production of this product. It can be kept without
opening for up to 12 months in an ambient temperature.
It can be bought in the retail networks. The fruit juice
content is - 50 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA PEACH, 0.2 L
Campa Peach in 0.2 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of
the most popular products of the Campa LLC. High
quality local and imported raw materials are used in
the production of this product. It can be kept without
opening for up to 12 months in an ambient temperature.
It can be bought in the retail networks. The fruit juice
content is - 50 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA CHERRY, 0.2 L
Campa Cherry in 0.2 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of the
most popular products of the Campa LLC. High quality
local and imported raw materials are used in the production
of this product. It can be kept without opening for up to 12
months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the
retail networks. The fruit juice content is - 50 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA ORANGE, 0.2 L
Campa Orange in 0.2 liter Tetrapak packaging is one
of the most popular products of the Campa LLC. High
quality local and imported raw materials are used in
the production of this product. It can be kept without
opening for up to 12 months in an ambient temperature.
It can be bought in the retail networks. The fruit juice
content is - 50 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA PEACH
Campa Peach in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of
the most popular products of the Campa LLC. High
quality local and imported raw materials are used in
the production of this product. It can be kept without
opening for up to 12 months in an ambient temperature.
It can be bought in the retail networks. The fruit juice
content is - 50 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA CHERRY
Campa Cherry in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of the
most popular products of the Campa LLC. High quality
local and imported raw materials are used in the production
of this product. It can be kept without opening for up to 12
months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the
retail networks. The fruit juice content is - 35 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA ORANGE
Campa Orange in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is a 100 %
juice and therefore is one of the most popular products
of the Campa LLC. High quality local and imported raw
materials are used in the production of this product. It
can be kept without opening for up to 12 months in
an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the retail
networks.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA POMEGRANATE, 0.2 L
Campa Pomegranate in 0.2 liter Tetrapak packaging is
one of the most popular products of the Campa LLC.
High quality local and imported raw materials are used
in the production of this product. It can be kept without
opening for up to 12 months in an ambient temperature.
It can be bought in the retail networks. The fruit juice
content is - 50 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge
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CAMPA ROSEHIP & APPLE
Campa Rosehip & Apple is the latest product of the
Campa LLC that is made of the wild fruits picked in
the mountainous regions of Georgia. This is the only
product on the market that: Does not contain sugar and
therefore is ideal for diabetics; Is rich with C vitamin;
Strengthens the immune system;
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA TROPIC
Campa Tropic in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of
the most popular products of the Campa LLC. High
quality local and imported raw materials are used in
the production of this product. It can be kept without
opening for up to 12 months in an ambient temperature.
It can be bought in the retail networks. The fruit juice
content is - 50 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA RED GRAPEFRUIT
Campa Red Grapefruit in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is
one of the most popular products of the Campa LLC
that was introduced in 2016. High quality local and
imported raw materials are used in the production of
this product. It can be kept without opening for up to
12 months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought
in the retail networks.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA SEA BUCKTHORN
Campa Sea Buckthorn is the latest product of the
Campa LLC that is made of the wild fruits picked in the
mountainous regions of Georgia. The production of this
unique product is supported by the USAID REAP project.
It can be kept without opening for up to 12 months in
an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the retail
networks.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CHVENI APPLE & STRAWBERRY NECTAR, 0.2 L
Apple & Strawberry Nectar in 0.2 liter Tetrapak packaging
is one of the most popular products of Campa LLC. High
quality local and imported raw materials are used in the
production of this product. It can be kept without opening
for up to 12 months in an ambient temperature. It can be
bought in the retail networks. The fruit juice content is
- 25 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA RED ORANGE
Campa Red Orange in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one
of the most popular products of the Campa LLC. High
quality local and imported raw materials are used in the
production of this product. It can be kept without opening
ლოგოტიპი
for up to 12 months in an ambient temperature. It can be
bought in the retail networks. The fruit juice content is - 25
%.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA TROPIC, 0.2 L
Campa Tropic in 0.2 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of
the most popular products of the Campa LLC. High
quality local and imported raw materials are used in the
production of this product. It can be kept without opening
for up to 12 months in an ambient temperature. It can
be bought in the retail networks. The fruit juice content
is - 50 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CHVENI APPLE & STRAWBERRY NECTAR
Apple & Strawberry Nectar in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging
is one of the most popular products of Campa LLC.
High quality local and imported raw materials are used in
production of this product. It can be kept without opening
for up to 12 months in an ambient temperature. Can be
bought in the retail networks. Fruit juice content - 25 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CAMPA POMEGRANATE
Campa Pomegranate in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is
one of the most popular products of the Campa LLC.
High quality local and imported raw materials are
used in the production of this product. It can be kept
without opening for up to 12 months in an ambient
temperature. It can be bought in the retail networks.
The fruit juice content is - 45 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge
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CHVENI APPLE NECTAR
Apple Nectar in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of the
most popular products of Campa LLC. High quality local
and imported raw materials are used in the production
of this product. It can be kept without opening for up to
12 months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought
in the retail networks. The fruit juice content is - 50 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CHVENI ORANGE & MANGO NECTAR
Orange & Mango Nectar in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one
of the most popular products of Campa LLC. High quality
local and imported raw materials are used in the production
of this product. It can be kept without opening for up to 12
months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the
retail networks. The fruit juice content is - 50 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CHVENI PEACH NECTAR
Peach Nectar in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of the
most popular products of Campa LLC. High quality local
and imported raw materials are used in the production of
this product. It can be kept without opening for up to 12
months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the
retail networks. The fruit juice content is - 40 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CHVENI MULTI FRUIT NECTAR, 0.2 L
Multi Fruit Nectar in 0.2 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of
the most popular products of Campa LLC. High quality
local and imported raw materials are used in the production
of this product. It can be kept without opening for up to 12
months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the
retail networks. The fruit juice content is - 50 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CHVENI ORANGE NECTAR
Orange Nectar in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of the
most popular products of Campa LLC. High quality local
and imported raw materials are used in the production of
this product. It can be kept without opening for up to 12
months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the
retail networks. The fruit juice content is - 25 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CHVENI POMEGRANATE NECTAR
Pomegranate Nectar in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one
of the most popular products of Campa LLC. High quality
local and imported raw materials are used in the production
of this product. It can be kept without opening for up to 12
months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the
retail networks. The fruit juice content is - 40 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CHVENI MULTI FRUIT NECTAR
Multi Fruit Nectar in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one
of the most popular products of Campa LLC. High
quality local and imported raw materials are used in
the production of this product. It can be kept without
opening for up to 12 months in an ambient temperature.
It can be bought in the retail networks. The fruit juice
content is - 50 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CHVENI PEACH NECTAR, 0.2 L
Peach Nectar in 0.2 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of the
most popular products of Campa LLC. High quality local
and imported raw materials are used in the production of
this product. It can be kept without opening for up to 12
months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the
retail networks. The fruit juice content is - 40 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CHVENI QUINCE NECTAR
Quince Nectar in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of the
most popular products of Campa LLC. High quality local
and imported raw materials are used in the production of
this product. It can be kept without opening for up to 12
months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the
retail networks. The fruit juice content is - 25 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge
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Livestock & Fish

CHVENI SOUR CHERRY NECTAR, 0.2 L
Sour Cherry Nectar in 0.2 liter Tetrapak packaging
is one of the most popular products of Campa LLC.
High quality local and imported raw materials are
used in production of this product. It can be kept
without opening for up to 12 months in an ambient
temperature. It can be bought in the retail networks.
The fruit juice content - 25 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

FRUTATA ORANGE
Frutata Orange juice drink in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging
is produced from high quality local and imported raw
materials. The product contains Vitamin C, A and B Group
added vitamins. It can be kept without opening for up to
12 months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought in
the retail networks. Fruit juice content - 10 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CHVENI SOUR CHERRY NECTAR
Sour Cherry Nectar in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is one of
the most popular products of Campa LLC. High quality
local and imported raw materials are used in the production
of this product. It can be kept without opening for up to 12
months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the
retail networks. The fruit juice content is - 25 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

FRUTATA PEACH
Frutata Peach juice drink in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging
is produced from high quality local and imported
raw materials. The product contains B Group added
vitamins. It can be kept without opening for up to 12
months in an ambient temperature. It can be bought in
the retail networks. The fruit juice content - 10 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

CATFISH
Catfish is probably one of the most appreciated fish in
Georgia because of its taste. Nazvrevi LLC grows this fish
in its pools.
CONTACT: Village Ninotsminda, Sagarejo District,
Georgia; + 995 568 708 708; k.topuria28@gmail.com;
FB/ნაზვრევი

FRUTATA APPLE
Apple juice drink in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging is produced
from high quality local and imported raw materials. The
product contains B Group added vitamins. It can be
kept without opening for up to 12 months in an ambient
ლოგოტიპი
temperature. It can be bought in the retail networks. The
fruit juice content - 12 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

FRUTATA SOUR CHERRY
Frutata Sour Cherry juice drink in 1 liter Tetrapak packaging
is produced from high quality local and imported raw
materials. The product contains B Group added vitamins.
It can be kept without opening for up to 12 months in
an ambient temperature. It can be bought in the retail
networks. The fruit juice content - 10 %.
CONTACT: 3311 Saguramo, Georgia;
+ 995 32 240 05 50; contact@campa.ge;
http://campa.ge

WHITE AMUR
White Amur has many useful characteristics alongside
dense, white, nutritious and tasty meat. It grows 2 - 5 kg
in pools and feeds with only natural food. This defines its
taste. Nazvrevi LLC grows this fish in its pools.
CONTACT: Village Ninotsminda, Sagarejo District,
Georgia; + 995 568 708 708; k.topuria28@gmail.
com; FB/ნაზვრევი
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CARP
Carp is a special breed of fish that has nearly no fins. Its
meat is distinguished with a soft sweetish taste. It is very
widespread and popular in Georgian cuisine. It grows
up to 1.5-2.5 kg in pools. Nazvrevi LLC grows this fish
in its pools.
CONTACT: Village Ninotsminda, Sagarejo District,
Georgia; + 995 568 708 708; k.topuria28@gmail.
com; FB/ნაზვრევი
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CHICKEN FRANKFURTER
Chicken Frankfurter is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

FRANKFURTER IVERIA SPETSI
Frankfurter Iveria Spetsi is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge; http://
nikora.ge

BOILED MEAT PRODUCTS
The ISO 22000 certified German Butcher LLC is a
company established in 2010 by the Georgian and
German specialists. More than 20 different kinds of natural
meat products are produced by the company today. The
products are distributed throughout the whole Georgia.
The boiled meat products have a special place in the
long list of the company products: Saekimo Traditional,
Mokvarulta Traditional, Beef Sausage, Piquant and Sausage
for omelets. The life is tasty with the German Butcher!
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 4, Tbilisi, Georgia; 032 2 45
10 11; info@germanbutcher.ge; http://germanbutcher.ge;
FB / German Butcher

CHICKEN SAUSAGE
Chicken Sausage is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

FRANKFURTER IVERIA WITH BEEF
Frankfurter Iveria with Beef is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Nikora” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia; +
995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

CHEESE FRANKFURTER
Cheese Frankfurter is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

DELICATESSEN
The Georgian Premium LLC is a European type Georgian
meat producer company. The highest quality delicatessen
of the company include: the smoked pork loin, pork neck
ham, “raw” ham/sausage, pork ham in natural casing, pork
bacon with forcemeat inside and the chicken bacon.
CONTACT: G. Chkondideli 87, Tbilisi, Georgia; +995
595 00 28 95; tvildiani_a@yahoo.com; FB / ქართული
პრემიუმი

FRANKFURTER IVERIA
Frankfurter Iveria is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

BEEF SAUSAGE
Beef Sausage is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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You missed a
FRANKFURTER MINI
Frankfurter Mini is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

FRANKFURTERS
მ ო ძ LLC
რ ა ო
ა
The Georgian Premium
is aბ European
type Georgian
meat producer company. The highest quality frankfurters
of the company include: the frankfurter “Iberia” premium,
frankfurter with cheese, frankfurter in its own juice, beef
frankfurter premium, chicken frankfurter premium, milk
frankfurter “Phazisi” premium and the frankfurter with calf
meat.
CONTACT: G. Chkondideli 87, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 595 00 28 95; tvildiani_a@yahoo.com;
FB / ქართული პრემიუმი

chance to place
your ad here

It would be
მ ო ძ რ ა ო ბ ა

seen by at least
მ ო ძ რ ა ო ბ ა

50,000 potential
exporters in

FRANKFURTER MIUNKHENURI
Frankfurter Miunkhenuri is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a
member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

FRANKFURTERS
The ISO 22000 certified German Butcher LLC is a
company established in 2010 by the Georgian and
German specialists. More than 20 different kinds of natural
meat products are produced by the company today. The
products are distributed throughout the whole Georgia.
The frankfurters have a special place in the long list of the
products of the company: Iveria Kalakuri, Iveria Tkatsuna,
Saskolo, Extra and Rdziani Frankfurters. The life is tasty with
the German Butcher!
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 4, Tbilisi, Georgia; 032 2 45
10 11; info@germanbutcher.ge; http://germanbutcher.ge;
FB / German Butcher

2018 only

FRANKFURTER RDZIANI
Frankfurter Rdziani is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
ლოგოტიპი
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HAM BACON
Ham Bacon is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HAM BOLERO
Ham Bolero is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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HAM MANDOLINA
Ham Mandolina is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HAMS
The ISO 22000 certified German Butcher LLC is a
company established in 2010 by the Georgian and
German specialists. More than 20 different kinds of natural
meat products are produced by the company today. The
products are distributed throughout the whole Georgia.
Two hams have a special place in the long list of the
products of the company: smoked ribs and smoked thighs.
The life is tasty with the German Butcher!
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 4, Tbilisi, Georgia; 032 2 45
10 11; info@germanbutcher.ge; http://germanbutcher.ge;
FB / German Butcher

PORK HAM
Pork Ham is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HAM PRESSED
Ham Pressed is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

MEAT PRODUCTS FOR ROASTING
The Georgian Premium LLC is a European type Georgian
meat producer company. The highest quality meat
products for roasting of the company include: kupati
“Imeruli”, apkhazura, sausage “Argentinuli”, beef sausage,
sausage “Spiral” and sausage “Kesegriller” (with cheese).
CONTACT: G. Chkondideli 87, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 595 00 28 95; tvildiani_a@yahoo.com;
FB / ქართული პრემიუმი

SAUSAGE EXTRA
Sausage Extra is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

HAM TAVADURI
Ham Tavaduri is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

PATE WITH HAM
Pate with Ham is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGE FOR BEER
Sausage for Beer is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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SAUSAGE KRAKOVURI
Sausage Krakovuri is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGE MONADIRULI
Sausage Monadiruli is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGE SAEKIMO IN NATURAL CASING
Sausage Saekimo in Natural Casing is one of the most
delicious products produced under the brand name
“Nikora” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can
be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that
is equipped with modern processing equipment, based
on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGE MOKVARULTA IN NATURAL CASING
Sausage Mokvarulta in Natural Casing is one of the most
delicious products produced under the brand name
“Nikora” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be
bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia.
It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGE PAPRIKIT
Sausage Paprikit is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGE SAEKIMO
Sausage Saekimo is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGE MOKVARULTA
Sausage Mokvarulta is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
ლოგოტიპი
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGE POLONURI
Sausage Polonuri is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGE SALIAMI
Sausage Saliami is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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SAUSAGE SERVELAT
Sausage Servelat is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGE VENURI
Sausage Venuri is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SMOKED CHICKEN LEGS
Smoked Chicken Legs is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGE SHASHKHIS
Sausage Shashkhis is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGES
The Georgian Premium LLC is a European type Georgian
meat producer company. The highest quality sausages of
the company include: “Monadiruli” premium, “Servelat”
premium, sausage “Moskovuri”, “Saliami” with rough
structure, sausage “Peperoni”, “Saliami” premium, bear
sticks (from pork), bear sticks (from beef), boiled sausage
“Saekimo”, boiled sausage for bear, boiled sausage
“Monadiruli” and sausage from beef.
CONTACT: G. Chkondideli 87, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 595 00 28 95; tvildiani_a@yahoo.com;
FB / ქართული პრემიუმი

SMOKED PORK LOIN CLASSIC
Smoked Pork Loin Classic is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Nikora” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SAUSAGE UKRAINULI
Sausage Ukrainuli is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SMOKED & SEMI SMOKED MEAT PRODUCTS
The ISO 22000 certified German Butcher LLC is a
company established in 2010 by the Georgian and
German specialists. More than 20 different kinds of
natural meat products are produced by the company
today. The products are distributed throughout the whole
Georgia. The smoked and semi smoked meat products
have a special place in the long list of the products of the
company: Monariduli, German / Bavarian / Odesian /
Extra / Moskovuri Servelat, Vienna Saliami and the unique
Eberbach. The life is tasty with the German Butcher!
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze 4, Tbilisi, Georgia; 032 2 45
10 11; info@germanbutcher.ge; http://germanbutcher.ge;
FB / German Butcher

SMOKED PORK LOIN
Smoked Pork Loin is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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SMOKED PORK NECK
Smoked Pork Neck is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SMOKED SMALL PORK RIBS
Smoked Small Pork Ribs is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Nikora” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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WIENER TRADICIULI
Wiener Tradiciuli is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

Packaging

SMOKED PORK RIBS SANADIRO
Smoked Pork Ribs Sanadiro is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Nikora” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

SMOKED SMALL PORK SHIN
Smoked Small Pork Shin is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Nikora” a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

PACKAGING MATERIALS
Greenpack LLC has been producing different types of
packaging from ecologically-clean and eco-friendly raw
materials for different industries since 2014. Products:
Paper packets (with or without window), sheets,
bags and glasses, thermal paper rolls, biodegradable
polyethylene bags, etc.
CONTACT: D. Agmashenebeli highway, 13-th km, area
14/579, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995 599 129 707,
+995 32 247 71 69; info@greenpack.ge;
http://greenpack.ge
Sauces & Spices

SMOKED PORK SHIN
Smoked Pork Shin is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
ლოგოტიპი
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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WIENER BAVARIULI
Wiener Bavariuli is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Nikora” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

ADJIKA
Adjika is one of the products produced under the brand
name “Mzareuli” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding.
It can be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is
equipped with modern processing equipment, based on
the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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GERMAN MUSTARD SAUCE
German Mustard Sauce is one of the products produced
under the brand name “Mzareuli” - a member of the
“Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

CORDON BLEU
Cordon Bleu is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

CUTLET WITH POTATOES AND MUSHROOMS
Cutlet with potatoes and mushrooms is one of the
most delicious products produced under the brand
name “Mzareuli” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding.
It can be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is
equipped with modern processing equipment, based on
the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

MUSTARD
Mustard is one of the products produced under the
brand name “Mzareuli” - a member of the “Nikora”
Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of retail outlets
throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified
factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

CUTLET OJAKHURI
Cutlet Ojakhuri is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

FRENCH FRIES, FROZEN
Freco French fries are produced by using local potatoes
- Akhaltsikhe natural potatoes - and high quality
sunflower oil. The product does not contain chemical
additives and is GMO free. The potatoes are cut in fixed
sizes based on the demand of buyers. The fries are then
frozen, packed and delivered to the customer.
CONTACT: Village Muskhi, Akhaltsikhe Municipality,
Georgia; + 995 599 055 005; info@freco.ge;
http://freco.ge

CUTLET WITH POTATOES AND BUCKWHEAT
Cutlet with potatoes and buckwheat is one of the most
delicious products produced under the brand name
“Mzareuli” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be
bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia.
It is produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the highest
quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

KHASHI
Khashi is one of the most delicious products produced
under the brand name “Mzareuli” - a member of the
“Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of retail
outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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Semi Finished Products

APKHAZURA
Apkhazura is one of the most delicious products produced
under the brand name “Mzareuli” - a member of the
“Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of retail
outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia; +
995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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KHINKALI KALAKURI
Khinkali Kalakuri is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

PANCAKE WITH CHEESE
Pancake with cheese is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Mzareuli”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

PANCAKE WITH POTATOES
Pancake with potatoes is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Mzareuli”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

KHINKALI MTIULURI
Khinkali Mtiuluri is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

PANCAKE WITH MEAT
Pancake with meat is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

PANCAKE WITH RICE AND TARRAGON
Pancake with rice and tarragon is one of the most
delicious products produced under the brand name
“Mzareuli” - a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It
can be bought in hundreds of retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO certified factory that
is equipped with modern processing equipment, based
on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

KHINKALI SAMEFO
Khinkali Samefo is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout
Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
ლოგოტიპი
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

PANCAKE WITH MUSHROOMS
Pancake with mushrooms is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Mzareuli”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

PELMENY FANTAZIA
Pelmeny Fantazia is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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სავიზიტო ბარათი
PELMENY GURMANI
Pelmeny Gurmani is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds
of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in
the ISO certified factory that is equipped with modern
processing equipment, based on the highest quality raw
მოძრაობა
ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

You missed a
chance to place

VARENIKI WITH CHEESE
Vareniki with cheese is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Mzareuli”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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your ad here
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It would be
PELMENY SIBERIAN
Pelmeny Siberian is one of the most delicious products
produced under the brand name “Mzareuli” - a member
of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought in hundreds of
retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is produced in the ISO
certified factory that is equipped with modern processing
equipment, based on the highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180, Georgia;
+ 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

seen by at least
50,000 potential
exporters in

VARENIKI WITH COTTAGE CHEESE
Vareniki with cottage cheese is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Mzareuli”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

2018 only
მ ო ძ რ ა ო ბ ა

PELMENY WITH POTATOES
Pelmeny with potatoes is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Mzareuli”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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VARENIKI WITH MUSHROOMS
Vareniki with mushrooms is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Mzareuli”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge
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VARENIKI WITH POTATOES
Vareniki with potatoes is one of the most delicious
products produced under the brand name “Mzareuli”
- a member of the “Nikora” Holding. It can be bought
in hundreds of retail outlets throughout Georgia. It is
produced in the ISO certified factory that is equipped
with modern processing equipment, based on the
highest quality raw ingredients.
CONTACT: M. Kavtaradze st. 11, Tbilisi 0180,
Georgia; + 995 32 269 55 50; contact@nikora.ge;
http://nikora.ge

Software

MULCH
Mulch is an organic product produced by the “Geo
Mulch” LLC. It is a product of breaking up the hard and
soft wood into small peaces with special technology,
after which it is treated with the ecologically pure liquid
bioorganic fertilizer – Organica. Coloring is done by the
special colorers according to the US standards. The
mulch is used not only in agriculture, but also in the areas
of decorative plant caring, gardens, yards, and in general
landscape planning.
CONTACT: Tvalchrelidze 3, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+995 599 11 12 34; info@geomulch.ge;
http://geomulch.ge; FB / Geo Mulch

ქართული
პროდუქტების
კატალოგი

BLACK CHOCOLATE BAR
The ISO 22000:2005 certified Barambo Ltd is the
Georgian chocolate, sweets and ice cream Producer
Company established in 2009 and the leader of the
Georgian market since than. The black chocolate bar from
“Barambo” contains 85% cocoa, therefore it is the perfect
product for chocolate lovers.
CONTACT: Natakhtari village, Mtskheta, Georgia;
+995 32 2 91 91 81; info@barambo.ge;
http://barambo.ge; FB / Barambo

Sweets

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AUTOMATION SYSTEM
“APEX”
Apex LLC has offered medium and large companies the
accounting, analysis and business process management
automation system APEX since 2004. Through the
joint database, the system ensures full automation
of the production and trade processes, storage,
accounting operations management and production
technological processes.
CONTACT: Beliashvili st. 8, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995 32
20 55 05; office@apex.ge; http://apex.ge

BARAMBO EXPORT
The ISO 22000:2005 certified Barambo Ltd is the
Georgian chocolate, sweets and ice cream Producer
Company established in 2009 and the leader of the
Georgian market since than. Barambo EXPORT is a
special series of chocolate bars that are rich with milk
and different tasty mousses inside. The different kinds
of chocolate, cream brulee, tiramisu, brownie, nuts,
orange and crimson varieties will male any of your days
special and full of joy.
CONTACT: Natakhtari village, Mtskheta, Georgia;
+995 32 2 91 91 81; info@barambo.ge;
http://barambo.ge; FB / Barambo

CARAMEL
The ISO 22000:2005 certified Barambo Ltd is the
Georgian chocolate, sweets and ice cream Producer
Company established in 2009 and the leader of the
Georgian market since than. “Barambo” produces caramel
bon-bons with lots of different fruit tastes that are packed in
different size packages. The list contains mint, apple, green
apple, strawberry, crimson, pineapple, cherry, kotsakhuri,
pear, orange and lemon bon-bons.
CONTACT: Natakhtari village, Mtskheta, Georgia;
+995 32 2 91 91 81; info@barambo.ge;
http://barambo.ge; FB / Barambo

BLACK CHOCOLATE ASSORT – DISCOVER GEORGIA
The ISO 22000:2005 certified Barambo Ltd is the Georgian
chocolate, sweets and ice cream Producer Company
established in 2009 and the leader of the Georgian market
since than. “Barambo” produces black chocolate assorts –
“Discover Georgia” containing the photos of 32 beautiful
places of Georgia. It is a perfect gift for anyone. 32 bars of
a black chocolate are packed individually and each of them
has the picture on its back. The magic content and taste of
this product will surprise anyone.
CONTACT: Natakhtari village, Mtskheta, Georgia;
+995 32 2 91 91 81; info@barambo.ge;
http://barambo.ge; FB / Barambo

CHITIS RDZE
The ISO 22000:2005 certified Barambo Ltd is the
Georgian chocolate, sweets and ice cream Producer
Company established in 2009 and the leader of the
Georgian market since than. “Chitis Rdze” is a special
product of the company. It has special mousse inside a
chocolate bar that makes it so special.
CONTACT: Natakhtari village, Mtskheta, Georgia;
+995 32 2 91 91 81; info@barambo.ge;
http://barambo.ge; FB / Barambo

Soil Substratum

HORTICULTURAL (AGROPERLITE) PERLITE
Agroperlite produced by “Mining Company
ParavanPerlite” LLC defends plant roots against
significant temperature changes in spring and winter
in open grounds. Horticultural (Agroperlite) Perlite is
ლოგოტიპი
packaged in 100L big bags and 175 gr. smaller bags for
room plants.
CONTACT: 54, Bld. 8, Block 7, Vazha Pshavela Ave.
0186, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995 32 2917154, + 995 32
2917150; contact@perlite.ge; http://perlite.ge
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CHOCOLATE BARAMBINO
The ISO 22000:2005 certified Barambo Ltd is the
Georgian chocolate, sweets and ice cream Producer
Company established in 2009 and the leader of the
Georgian market since than. “Barambino” was created
specially for kids specifically; therefore it contains highest
quality butter and milk. There two different kinds of
“Barambino” – Milk Chocolate bar with milk and the
Milk Chocolate bar with cocoa.
CONTACT: Natakhtari village, Mtskheta, Georgia;
+995 32 2 91 91 81; info@barambo.ge;
http://barambo.ge; FB / Barambo

WAFFLE CAKE “HARMONY”
The ISO 22000:2005 certified Barambo Ltd is the
Georgian chocolate, sweets and ice cream Producer
Company established in 2009 and the leader of the
Georgian market since than. Waffle cakes “Harmony” is
one of the most demanded products of the company.
There are cakes with coconut, vanilla and cappuccino
flavors.
CONTACT: Natakhtari village, Mtskheta, Georgia;
+995 32 2 91 91 81; info@barambo.ge;
http://barambo.ge; FB / Barambo

BLACK BAIKHI TEA (MAY)
Black baikhi tea (May) is one of the most popular products
of Tkibuli Tea LLC. The leaves picked up in May have a
special taste and aroma, therefore they are branded
separately. The processing is done by classical method.
Packed in 100g packages.
CONTACT: Tea factory territory, Tkibuli, Georgia;
+ 995 599 503 946; + 995 555 786 575;
dalaqishvili3553@mail.ru

მ ო ძ რ ა ო ბ ა

Tea & Herbal Tea

CHOCOLATE BON-BONS SETS - “PEARL”
The ISO 22000:2005 certified Barambo Ltd is the
Georgian chocolate, sweets and ice cream Producer
Company established in 2009 and the leader of the
Georgian market since than. The special chocolate
bon-bon sets – “Pearl” is always attracting the customer
attention due to its special packaging and taste. This is a
perfect gift for the chocolate lovers. There are white, gold,
red and black Pearls in the assortment.
CONTACT: Natakhtari village, Mtskheta, Georgia;
+995 32 2 91 91 81; info@barambo.ge;
http://barambo.ge; FB / Barambo
FB / Barambo

BILBERRY TEA (IN TEABAGS)
Bilberry tea is one of the most popular products of Tkibuli
Tea LLC. Bilberry leaves are processed by classical method.
25 teabags are packed in 50 gr. packages.
CONTACT: Tea factory territory, Tkibuli, Georgia;
+ 995 599 503 946; + 995 555 786 575;
dalaqishvili3553@mail.ru

BLACK BAIKHI TEA 1 KG. PACKAGE
Black baikhi tea 1 kg package is one of the most popular
products of Tkibuli Tea LLC. The processing is done by
classical method. Packed in 1 kilogram polyethylene
packages.
CONTACT: Tea factory territory, Tkibuli, Georgia;
+ 995 599 503 946; + 995 555 786 575;
dalaqishvili3553@mail.ru

CHOCOLATE BON-BONS
The ISO 22000:2005 certified Barambo Ltd is the
Georgian chocolate, sweets and ice cream Producer
Company established in 2009 and the leader of the
Georgian market since than. Many different kinds of
chocolate bon-bons are produced by the company and
the assortment evolves constantly. Barambo EXPORT
series of bon-bons are extremely popular everywhere.
CONTACT: Natakhtari village, Mtskheta, Georgia;
+995 32 2 91 91 81; info@barambo.ge;
http://barambo.ge; FB / Barambo

BILBERRY TEA
Bilberry tea is one of the most popular products of Tkibuli
Tea LLC. The medical characteristics of bilberry are widely
known already. The plants are grown in mountainous
areas, in ecologically clean zones. The product is made
of 100% bilberry leaves. It has a special taste and aroma.
Packed in 100g packages.
CONTACT: Tea factory territory, Tkibuli, Georgia;
+ 995 599 503 946; + 995 555 786 575;
dalaqishvili3553@mail.ru

BLACK BAIKHI TEA I GRADE
Black baikhi tea I Grade is one of the most popular
products of Tkibuli Tea LLC. The processing is done by
classical method. The tea is packed in 100g packages.
CONTACT: Tea factory territory, Tkibuli, Georgia;
+ 995 599 503 946; + 995 555 786 575;
dalaqishvili3553@mail.ru
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BLACK TEA (IN TEABAGS)
Black tea in teabags is one of the most popular products
of Tkibuli Tea LLC. The processing is done by classical
method. 25 single use bags are packed in a 50g package.
CONTACT: Tea factory territory, Tkibuli, Georgia;
+ 995 599 503 946; + 995 555 786 575;
dalaqishvili3553@mail.ru

GREEN TEA (IN TEABAGS)
Green tea in teabags is one of the most popular products
of Tkibuli Tea LLC. The processing is done by classical
method. 25 teabags are packed in a 50g package.
CONTACT: Tea factory territory, Tkibuli, Georgia;
+ 995 599 503 946; + 995 555 786 575;
dalaqishvili3553@mail.ru

GURIELI FRUIT TEA
Georgian nature has unveiled to us the mystic art of fruit
tea making. Since olden times, Georgian fruit has been
renowned for its delicate aroma and outstanding taste.
With every cup of Gurieli fruit tea, discover the juicy golden
citrus of the subtropical Kolkhian lowlands, the bubbly
untamed berries of the Caucasus mountain slopes, and
the blazing savory fruits from the lavish orchards of eastern
Georgia.
CONTACT: 55 Chavchavadze Ave. Tbilisi, 0162, Georgia;
+995 32 22 63 20; feedback@geoplant.ge;
http://gurieli.ge

BLACKBERRY TEA
Blackberry tea is one of the most popular products of
Tkibuli Tea LLC. It is produced from wild blackberry leaves
that grow in the Tkibuli area. Blackberry tea has medical
characteristics and positively affects treating a lot of diseases.
Packed in 100g packages.
CONTACT: Tea factory territory, Tkibuli, Georgia;
+ 995 599 503 946; + 995 555 786 575;
dalaqishvili3553@mail.ru

GREEN TEA I GRADE
Green tea I Grade is one of the most popular products
of Tkibuli Tea LLC. The processing is done by classical
method. Packed in 100g packages.
CONTACT: Tea factory territory, Tkibuli, Georgia;
+ 995 599 503 946; + 995 555 786 575;
dalaqishvili3553@mail.ru

PRINCE GURIELI
Prince Gurieli is the pinnacle of Georgian tea. It unites
classic tea, fruit tea and herbal tea. Prince Gurieli continues
the history of Georgian tea with pride, protects traditions,
enriches them and creates a new foundation for the future.
CONTACT: 55 Chavchavadze Ave. Tbilisi, 0162, Georgia;
+995 32 22 63 20; feedback@geoplant.ge;
http://gurieli.ge

Medical

GREEN BAIKHI HIGHEST QUALITY TEA
Green baikhi highest quality tea is one of the most popular
products of Tkibuli Tea LLC. The processing is done by
classical method. Packed in 100 gr. packages.
CONTACT: Tea factory territory, Tkibuli, Georgia;
ლოგოტიპი
+ 995 599 503 946; + 995 555 786 575;
dalaqishvili3553@mail.ru
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GURIELI CLASSIC
Our high quality tea is harvested in the ecologically pure
highlands of Georgia without pesticides. The tea leaves
are picked by hand, thoroughly processed without any
additives or colorants, and mixed with high quality foreign
tea. Enjoy the naturally distinguished features of “Gurieli
Classic”.
CONTACT: 55 Chavchavadze Ave. Tbilisi, 0162, Georgia;
+995 32 22 63 20; feedback@geoplant.ge;
http://gurieli.ge

MEDICAL HERBAL TEA
The ISO 22000 certified Farconi LLC was established
in 1997. The company exports medical plants and wild
berries since than. There are about 40 different kinds of
medical herbal teas that the company sells throughout the
whole Georgia since 2017 in the drug store networks.
The products are 100% natural, without additives, taste
intensifiers and mixtures. They are made of wild raw
ingredients and forest berries gathered in the Imereti region
of Georgia. The unique characteristics and the climate of
Georgian nature give special qualities to the medical plant
teas.
CONTACT: Khetagurova 22, Kutaisi, Georgia;
+995 431 21 45 04, +955 577 71 62 14;
farconi.ge@gmail.com; http://farconi.com.ge; FB / Farconi
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HANDMADE LEATHER ACCESSORIES
The Georgian brand “Mariam Giorgadze - MG” is a
family enterprise producing exclusive handmade leather
accessories since 2009. The brand produces original
bags, belts, ties, wallets, watch-straps and other 100%
handmade accessories from the highest quality natural
leather.
CONTACT: B. Khmelnitski st. 2, Tbilisi, Georgia; + 995
591 000 844, + 995 558 94 37 22; mariam.giorgadze.
handmade@gmail.com; FB/Mariam Giorgadze MG

WATER SNO
Aqua Geo LLC was founded in 2009. ISO and HACCP
systems in the company make for multistep product
protection at every stage of production ensuring the high
quality of water. Water SNO is delivered to the market in
0.5, 1, 1.5, 4, 6, 8, 10 liter PET bottles, 0.5L glass bottles
and 19L vessels.
CONTACT: Misaktsieli, Mtskheta reg, 3308 Tbilisi,
Georgia; +995 322 470 409; info@aquageo.ge;
http://aquageo.ge

მ ო ძ რ ა ო ბ ა

RETAILER

MARNET ASSOCIATES, LLC
MARNET Associates LLC has specialized on preparing
business plans since 2006. The highest quality business plan
prepared by the qualified staff of our company will boost
your confidence and preparation level when submitting
the project to banks and financial institutions, governmental
programs, Partnership Fund, Co-Investment Fund, other
investment funds and/or private investors in Georgia or
abroad.
CONTACT: Bakhtrioni st. 28/79, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 577 737 964; contact@marnet.ge;
http://marnet.ge
Certification & Consulting

TRADITIONAL GEORGIAN CLOTHING WITH
MODERN INTERPRETATION
“De-ka.ge” LLC is an atelier established in 2017. The
company creates the traditional Georgian clothing,
accessories and Kabalakh (hood) with modern interpretation.
All the products are handmade and each of them is unique.
The products for men, women and children are decorated
with Georgian traditional / national elements.
CONTACT: Bezhanishvili st., building A, Flat 36, Tbilisi,
Georgia; +995 599 42 48 42, +995 598 20 73 39;
info@dekashop.com; http://dekashop.com; FB / Dekashop
Water

IMERELIS MARANI
Meister Brau LLC cellar – “Imerelis Marani” is located in
the brewery and is always open for the visitors / tourists
that want to taste wines & spirits in the cozy environment,
participate in the distillation process, take walk around
the cellar as well as participate in mtsvadi preparation and
making of churchkhela.
CONTACT: Digomi 8, G. Peradze 42, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 32 213 06 08; info@mbtbilisi.com;
http://mbtbilisi.com

DISTRIBUTION

STAR CONSULTING, LLC
STAR Consulting LLC is the leading provider of food safety
and quality management consulting services in Georgia.
The company was established in 2012. STAR Consulting
LLC provides consulting & trainings and implements
specific projects in the areas of food safety and quality
management systems’ development & implementation for
companies that are involved in the primary production of
groceries/livestock, processing, distribution and retail sales.
CONTACT: Vazha-Pshavela 7-th district 1, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 595 908 182; ekaterine.burkadze@gmail.com;
http://starconsulting.ge
Hotel

WATER SNO KIDS
Water for kids “SNO” is the newest product produced
in 0.33L and 1.5L bottles, which has additional control
on radiation and bisphenol A (BPA-free). There are strict
regulations and standards in the production process. Aqua
Geo LLC is the only company who owns the official license
and legal permission from the Government of Georgia for
producing water for children.
CONTACT: Misaktsieli, Mtskheta reg, 3308 Tbilisi,
Georgia; +995 322 470 409; info@aquageo.ge;
http://aquageo.ge

WEST INVEST, LLC
West Invest LLC was founded in 2006. It is one of the
largest and most experienced distribution companies that
supplies more than 4000 retail shops with up to 100
different high quality chicken meats, pork, beef, semifinished products, sea products, oils and butter throughout
Georgia.
CONTACT: G. Lortkipanidze st. 13a, Tbilisi, Georgia;
+ 995 595 57 09 41; info@wi.ge; http://westinvest.ge

HOTEL “LAERTON TBILISI”
The high class luxury boutique hotel “Laerton Tbilisi” is
located in the heart of Tbilisi with some stunning views
to the hills surrounding the city where there are historic
fortresses and other monuments, such as the Narikala
Fortress dating from the 4th century. All of our 34 rooms
are fully equipped with everything from a hair dryer to
complimentary Wi-Fi and feature queen-sized double
beds.
CONTACT: I. Qurkhuli st. 14, Tbilisi 0103, Georgia;
+ 995 322 55 66 55; info@laerton-hotel.com;
www.laerton-hotel.ge
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April 6, 2017. “KAR.GE Export Catalogue 2017” presentation at the “Laerton Tbilisi” Hotel.

ლოგოტიპი

The front cover (screen) the "KAR.GE Catalogue" newspaper publication. 25,000 copies were published and sent
out to the Georgian population on May 22, 2017.
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July 2017 was very challenging for Georgian peach and peach farmers, because they could not sell peaches, even for cheap.
KAR.GE contributed to the increase of sales of Georgian peaches on the domestic market via the special Internet campaign.

ლოგო

October 19-23, 2017. KAR.GE presented the quality Georgian products at IFFE 2017 - The International Fermented Food
Expo 2017 in the Republic of Korea, Jeonju city.
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December 22-23, 2017. KAR.GE Movement and Karvasla Trade & Business Center organized the two day
“New Georgian Products’ Festival 2017”.

ლოგოტიპი

December 1-30, 2017. In order to promote the Georgian quality products KAR.GE Movement organized the massive
#30daychallenge for the sixth time. This time FB Live videos, http://kar.ge posts and social network power resulted in far
massive wave than it was ever before.
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The 1-st International Business Forum - "Buy Georgian" was arranged at the "Hotels & Preference Hualing Tbilisi" on
October 10, 2017. 300+ business professionals attended the event that aimed to boost the sales of the quality Georgian
products on the domestic and International markets. The event was organized by a pool of 55 organizations led by the KAR.
GE Movement. The "Buy Georgian” forum was supported by the Georgian Producers’ Federation (GPF), the Georgian
Employers’ Association (GEA) and the Tax Payers' Union (TPU). The World-OKTA - Overseas Korean Trade Association
Tbilisi Branch and EU4BUSINESS - EBRD Credit Line were the International partners of the event. The Business Media
Georgia (BM) and IMEDI FM were the media partners of the business forum.
Rustavi AZOT was the general sponsor of the event.
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+995 577 73 79 64
http://kar.ge
info@kar.ge
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